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U¨bersicht
Die Integration elektronischer Flughafenkarten in moderne Cockpits ist ein wichtiger Bei-
trag zum Situations- und Positionsbewusstsein von Piloten wa¨hrend der Rollfu¨hrung am
Boden. Beschriftungen der Karten sind dabei ein wesentlicher Informationsbestandteil.
Der Vergleich der beschrifteten Karte mit der Beschilderung des Flughafens ermo¨glicht
der Besatzung eine fortwa¨hrende Kontrolle ihrer eigenen Position. Hierdurch sinken die
Wahrscheinlichkeit, einen falschen Rollweg oder eine falsche Start- und Landebahn zu be-
nutzen, sowie das damit verbundene Unfallrisiko. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Entwicklung
eines automatischen Systems zur Beschriftung digitaler Flughafenanzeigen im Cockpit.
Basierend auf einer eingehenden Analyse der Struktur und des Inhalts der weltweit um-
fangreichsten Flughafendatenbank stehen bei der Konzeption des entwickelten Systems die
hohe Qualita¨t und gute Lesbarkeit der berechneten Beschriftungslo¨sungen im Mittelpunkt.
Schlu¨sselaspekte hierbei sind die Anzeige der richtigen Informationen zum richtigen Zeit-
punkt, eine eindeutige Zuordenbarkeit von Beschriftung zu beschriftetem Kartenelement
sowie u¨berlappungsfreie Beschriftungen. Bei allen Prozessschritten ist die in der Luftfahrt
notwendige Korrektheit der Ergebnisse zu gewa¨hrleisten.
Das Zielformat sowie Anforderungen an hierfu¨r beno¨tigte Informationen und Zeitpunk-
te der Anzeige werden durch eine Analyse vorhandener Papierkarten definiert. Durch
ein Expertensystem wird die notwendige Datenkonvertierung durchgefu¨hrt. Es wird eine
hierarchische Datenstruktur mit zu verschiedenen Kartenmaßsta¨ben passenden Detaillie-
rungsgraden aufgebaut. Auf Grundlage der hierarchischen Datenstrukturen werden Posi-
tionskandidaten fu¨r unterschiedliche Beschriftungstypen definiert. Bei der abschließenden
Platzierung der Beschriftungen wird auf existierende Algorithmen zuru¨ckgegriffen.
Die Resultate des vorgestellten Systems werden an zwei Anwendungen demonstriert. Zum
einen werden Beschriftungslo¨sungen fu¨r eine Echtzeitdarstellung dynamischer, elektroni-
scher Flughafenkarten im Cockpit und zum anderen Beschriftungslo¨sungen fu¨r hochge-
naue, gedruckte Papierkarten generiert.
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Abstract
The integration of electronic airport moving map displays into modern cockpits is a valu-
able contribution to the situational and positional awareness of pilots during taxi maneu-
vers. Labels are a key for the perception of the presented map. Comparing labeled map
elements with airport signage enables the crew to constantly cross check their position.
This reduces the risk of inadvertently entering a wrong taxiway or runway and the risk of
related mishaps. The goal of this work is the development of an automatic map labeling
system for airport moving maps.
The development of the system is based on a thorough analysis of structure and contents
of the most comprehensive aerodrome mapping database world-wide. The design focuses
on a high quality and good legibility of the computed labeling solutions. Key aspects are
the display of the right information at the right point in time, an unambiguous association
of labels to their related map elements, and fully deconflicted labels. The completeness
and correctness of data must be guaranteed in all processing steps in order to fulfill the
strict requirements for aviation use.
The target format as well as required source data and display parameters are defined by
analyses of existing paper charts. An expert system is used to accomplish the necessary
data conversion. A hierarchical data structure is generated with levels-of-detail fitting to
different map scales. Position candidates for different label types are defined based on the
hierarchical data structures. The final label placement utilizes existing algorithms.
The results of the presented system are demonstrated in two applications. On the one
hand, labeling solutions for a real-time display of dynamic, electronic airport moving maps
are generated. On the other side, labeling solutions for high-precision, printed paper charts
are computed.
vii
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Chart A chart is a collection of important information in textual
and graphical format related to a particular topic such as an
airport, an approach, or a standard arrival. Normal chart
layouts are single-sided, in some cases the sections are dis-
tributed on multiple pages.
Decluttering A cluttered display is overloaded with information not re-
quired in the current situation. Important information can-
not be extracted on a single glance in stressful situations.
Decluttering of a display is the removal of unimportant or
redundant information with the intent to make the relevant
information as salient as possible. Decluttering is an organi-
zation and prioritization of information. It depends heavily
on the database, the application, and on the concept of use
of the system.
Deconfliction The term deconfliction as used in this document refers to
the deconfliction of labels. The task to be performed by
deconfliction algorithms is to place labels such that they do
not overprint each other.
Diagram General term for graphical content on charts like a planview
or the vertical profile of an approach.
Feature A feature is a particular database object in a GIS database,
consisting of one geometry and the associated set of
attributes.
Feature Collection A feature collection is the set of all features of the same
feature type.
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Feature Type Strictly speaking, a feature type is the data schema related
to a class of features of same type. For example the feature
type “runway” specifies attributes “length” of type double,
“width” of type double, and “surftype” of type integer.
In a broader sense, the term feature type is also used for a
particular feature class, including the data schema and all
features (instances) of this particular type.
High Zoom Level A high zoom level is used in electronic displays to display
small features in great detail. See also Large Map Scale.
Idrwi A designator for intersecting runways, separated by a ’ ’,
e.g. “07.25 10.28” (RTCA DO-291).
Idrwy A runway or helipad designator of both runway/helipad di-
rections, separated by a ’.’, e.g. “07R.25L” (RTCA DO-291).
Idthr A runway or helipad designator of one runway/helipad di-
rection, e.g. “25L” (RTCA DO-291).
Large Map Scale Maps with a large scale are showing small features in great
detail. See also High Zoom Level.
Legibility Legibility describes how easily or comfortably a typeset text
can be read. It is not connected with content or language,
but rather with the size and appearance of the printed or
displayed text.
Large Zoom Level A large zoom level is used in electronic displays to display
small features in great detail. See also Large Map Scale and
High Zoom Level.
Low Zoom Level A low zoom level is used in electronic displays to provide an
overview of the complete scene. See also Small Map Scale.
Map A planview depiction of geographic content.
NP A problem is assigned to the NP (non-deterministic poly-
nomial time) class if it is solvable in polynomial time by
a non-deterministic Turing machine. A non-deterministic
Turing machine is a “parallel” Turing machine that can take
many computational paths simultaneously, with the restric-
tion that the parallel Turing machines cannot communicate.
[Wei06]
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NP-complete A problem which is both NP (verifiable in non-deterministic
polynomial time) and NP-hard. Any NP-problem can be
translated into this problem. [Wei06]
NP-hard A problem is NP-hard if an algorithm for solving it can
be translated into one for solving any NP-problem (non-
deterministic polynomial time problem). NP-hard therefore
means “at least as hard as any NP-problem, although it
might, in fact, be harder”. [Wei06]
Parking Stand A logical parking stand feature is stored as three AMDB fea-
tures stand areas, stand guidance lines, and stand locations
in AMDBs. Parking Stand will be used to as generic term
to refer to all three of them.
Readability Readability is a judgment of how easy a text is to understand
for a given established and characterised population.
Small Map Scale Maps with a small scale are providing an overview of a scene,
only large features are shown. See also Low Zoom Level.
Small Zoom Level A small zoom level is used in electronic displays to provide
an overview of the complete scene. See also Small Map Scale
and Low Zoom Level.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Traditionally pilots are navigating their aircraft at airports using printed paper charts.
Similar to street maps, these charts show a sketch of the airport layout including run-
ways, taxiways, parking positions, and terminal buildings. While such charts have proven
their advantages in the past, the steadily increasing traffic figures on large airports have
increased the risk of runway incursions and taxi incidents. Paper charts cannot address
this safety issue. In the majority of cases, runway and taxiway incursions are caused by
a loss of situational awareness by the pilots. Among those, the most common pilot devi-
ations result from failing to hold short as instructed. In some cases, this is attributable
to a miscommunication or misunderstanding of the clearance. In other cases, the pilot is
disoriented or did not see the hold short lines. This loss of positional awareness frequently
happens in poor visibility conditions [FAA02, FAA05].
The situational and positional awareness of pilots during all phases of flight can be im-
proved by Synthetic Vision Systems (SVS) showing an artificial outside view derived from
electronic databases. While advanced three-dimensional SVS displays for in-flight use
are not yet available for commercial airliners, a number of two-dimensional airport mov-
ing map systems are already on the market and deemed to be a highly effective safety
enhancement for incidents that are classified as pilot deviations [FAA05, FAA07].
Both SVS systems and electronic moving map displays require digital airport databases
to render airport images. Such Aerodrome Mapping Databases (AMDB) have been in-
troduced by the Institute for Flight and Control Systems at the Darmstadt University of
Technology [Fri99b] and are available on a commercial basis today [Sch03, Sch04].
AMDBs are geographical databases storing the geometries of airport elements and asso-
ciated properties such as element types and designators. The geometry information of
AMDBs can be used one-to-one for rendering airport objects in moving map displays.
To tap the full potential of airport moving map systems, the map must be labeled.
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Labels are used to explain important properties of map elements like designators or the
length of a runway and are an essential contribution to the operational acceptance of a
moving map system. AMDBs are providing all properties that can be labeled, but they
do not store information how and where to place labels intelligently. Thus, the labels have
to be generated in a separate label placement process.
The goal of this thesis is the creation of a process for automatic label placement on airport
moving map displays which integrates the proven benefits of existing paper charts with
the new capabilities of electronic display systems.
1.2 Development Goals
Before specifying detailed goals for this label placement process, a closer look onto the
overall process chain is needed. Based on the source data, the airport map is compiled and
the relevant features on the map are labeled. Both elements are combined and delivered
to the user.
For today’s paper charts, all steps are performed manually. Paper Charts are based
on official Aeronautical Information Publications (AIP) which are distributed in printed
form. The map and the labels are compiled manually using computer aided design systems
(CAD), printed, and delivered to the users by conventional mail (table 1.1).
Long runtimes from the publication date of an AIP to the reception of according charts
by the user are inherent to this system and compensated by the AIRAC system, which
obligates state authorities to publish all AIPs at least 42 days in advance of their effective
date. All short-term changes are published as separate Notice to Airmen (NOTAM).
The general data flow for electronic moving map displays is very similar, but all processing
steps are characterized by automatic, computer based processes. The data source is an
electronic aerodrome mapping database, the map is generated on-board the aircraft and
displayed on the screen of the system (table 1.1).
Paper Charts Moving Map
Data Source
AIP
(Paper)
AMDB
(Electronic)
Map Generation Manual
Automatic
(Airborne)
Label Generation Manual ?
Distribution Print, Mail Data Link
Display
Paper
(Static)
Screen
(Dynamic)
Table 1.1: General data flow for the generation of airport maps.
This process has the potential to run nearly in real-time, measured from the availability
of new data in the AMDB until the display of this data in the cockpit of an aircraft. It
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further increases aviation safety by keeping pilots up to date with the very latest airport
data and freeing them from the task of manual checks of airport NOTAMS.
To round out the vision of a real-time data flow for the airport moving map, the missing
link – the label generation process – has to be closed appropriately.
The simple solution for the label generation would be the reuse of the manual, ground-
based process already in place for paper charts, but this would completely break the
real-time vision and the associated benefits. Thus, a new process for label generation on
airport maps has to be developed. The new process must run automatically and generate
labels for airport maps without significant latencies. At the same time, the new labeling
solution must keep the strength’ of the manual process. These are the high quality and
good legibility of the labeling, characterized by the display of the right information at
the right time, good association of labels with the labeled features, and decluttered and
deconflicted labels.
Some technlogies needed to realize these goals already exist (see table 1.2).
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Airport Data
No No
Yes
(digital)
Yes
Yes
(digital)
Decluttering
Yes
(streets)
No Yes Yes Yes
Label Cand.
Generation
Yes
(streets)
Yes
(generic)
No No Yes
Label Cand.
Evaluation
Yes
(streets)
No No No Yes
Label
Deconfliction
Yes
(streets)
Yes No Yes Yes
Optimized
Legibility
Yes
(streets)
No No Yes Yes
Automation High High High Low High
Table 1.2: Existing technologies for automatic label placement of airport charts.
Research on generic label placement is ongoing since decades. Current algorithms are
able to automatically compute high quality labeling solutions, but they are not optimizing
legibility, and they are not adapted to digital airport databases.
Software adhering to the ARINC 816 specification utilizes digital AMDB databases to
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generate datasets prepared for label placement, but the actual label placement is not part
of such systems.
The existing process of manual charting utilizes the expert knowledge of human editors
to analyze source data, to extract relevant information, and to place deconflicted and
optimized labels on a map. However, all steps are performed manually and the degree of
automation is low.
Typical car navigation units and the related back office systems combine all important
steps, starting from the processing of standardized databases up to the automatic place-
ment of high quality labels, but all modules are optimized for street data only and are not
usable for airport data.
The system developed in this thesis will integrate all listed features. The challenges will
be to process and filter aerodrome mapping data such that they are suitable for high
quality labeling, and the integration of airport and aviation knowlege into the label place-
ment process. The result will be automatically generated labeling solutions for airports,
optimized for legibility and perception, and based on aerodrome mapping data.
The concept will be realized in two implementations. In the first iteration, the system will
be used to generate a labeling solution for paper airport charts. In this case, the airport
map itself has to be generated from AMDBs as well. The result is an integrated solution
for map and label generation. For the second iteration, the developed system will be used
for the label placement within an electronic airport moving map display.
The human factors knowledge and cartographic expertise to achieve good legibility and
perception by the users will be gathered by analyzing existing paper charts. A set of
composition parameters will be derived to automatically apply charting rules. This should
result in a higher consistency of charts and in fewer deviations caused by the artistic license
of chart compilers. It will be possible to exchange symbologies and styles in order to quickly
and cost-efficiently realize tailored charts. The completeness and correctness of processed
data must be guaranteed in all processing steps in order to fulfill the strict requirements
for aviation data.
1.3 Structure
The structure of this thesis is presented in figure 1.1. Based on the first chapter explain-
ing the motivation and the goals for this work, chapter 2 provides an introduction into
general label placement techniques, principles of geospatial data processing, aerodrome
mapping databases, and related industry standards. Paper airport charts and electronic
airport moving maps as the target formats of this work will be presented as well. These
introductions will also highlight problems with existing solutions which will be solved in
this thesis.
Chapter 3 explains the detailed concept of this thesis and the systems architecture used
to implement the common components and the two demonstrators.
Chapter 4 describes the development and implementation of the data extraction process.
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This includes the development of an appropriate tool set, an analysis of existing data for
each feature category, the development and implementation of deterministic and heuristic
rules to process these data correctly, and the results for each step.
The first steps in the processing chain are of general nature. AMDB data are filtered,
interpreted, and prepared for decluttering. The following steps are specific for the target
system. These steps have to be customized for every map display or chart format separately
because of different media resolutions, zoom ranges, and label deconfliction parameters.
Chapter 5 focuses on the development of the airport chart generator. This system utilizes
the data extracted in the common steps and generates labels for airport overview and
parking charts similar to the ones used today. The airport map is generated as well by
this demonstrator.
Chapter 6 describes the variant of an automatic map labeling process targeting at label
generation for an airport moving map display. The same core data as in chapter 5 are used,
but labeling solutions produced by this system are deconflicted for all map orientations
and various zoom scales.
The work closes with a summary and an outlook.
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Motivation (1.1) Goals (1.2)
Automatic Label Generation for Airport Charts
State of the Art (2)
Label Placement
Aerodrome Mapping Databases
Airport Diagrams
Label Generation for static
Airport Charts (5)
Label Candidate Generation
Label Candidate Evaluation
Label Placement
Results
Label Generation for
 Airport Moving Maps (6)
Label Candidate Generation
Label Candidate Evaluation
Label Placement
Results
Conclusion & Outlook (7)
Data-Processing (4)
Service Roads & Default Values
Generic Identifiers
Construction of Containers
Prioritization
Concept and Architecture (3)
Software and Systems Architecture
Demonstrators
Map Generation
Figure 1.1: Structure of the thesis.
Chapter 2
State of the Art
Automatic labeling of airport data requires a combination of methods from various research
areas such as cartography, geosciences, and computer sciences.
This chapter provides an introduction into these basics, starting with an insight into the
state of the art of general label placement. Furthermore Aerodrome Mapping Databases
(AMDBs), which will be used as primary data source in this work, and airport chart and
taxi guidance displays, which are the target application for the results, will be presented.
These descriptions will also be used to outline problems to be addressed in this thesis.
2.1 Label Placement
The map labeling problem has existed since cartographic maps have been invented. Since
the development of digital computers and digital, cartographic databases researchers all
over the world have been working on systems to solve the map labeling problem automat-
ically.
This section provides an introduction into the definition of the general map labeling prob-
lem and approaches on how to solve it.
2.1.1 History of the Labeling Problem
Drawing a map always involved the combination of graphical elements with inscriptions
containing further information. Thus, the labeling problem is closely connected to the
development of cartography itself.
The first evidence of a numbered map has been found in China and has been dated to be
more than 2300 years old [Ste97]. Since then, the craftsmanship of cartography and map
labeling has evolved based on cartographers’ personal tastes and work experience over
hundreds of years.
In 1962, the Swiss cartographer Eduard Imhof [Imh62a] and the French “Artiste Car-
tographe Principale” Georges Alinhac [Ali62] published independently from each other
articles about rules and guidelines for good map labeling. These articles have laid the
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cornerstone for the evolution of map labeling from craftsmanship to technology. From
that point on, scientists without a deep insight into map labeling were able to objectively
name deficiencies of maps and define automated processes for label placement.
Ten years later, in 1972, the Israeli cartographer Pinhas Yoeli published the first article
about automatic label generation [Yoe72]. He suggested a semi-automatic, interactive
system with a geographic database, a “principle-of-placement” module, a human map
editor, and output devices. His paper pays some attention to modules of this system
(which were limited severely by the technology of the day) and their interactions with
each other, but does not describe the label placement module in detail. The basic idea
was that the map editor provides a number of features that have to be labeled to the
system, runs the system, and evaluates the results. If unlabeled features resulted, the
editor had to decide to place the missing labels manually, reduce the number of features
to be labeled, or reduce the font size and rerun the system until a satisfactory solution
could be found.
The map labeling topic was picked up by a larger community of scientists at the beginning
of the 1980s. Since then, it has been researched using methods from artificial intelligence,
cartography, geography, geology, spatial data handling, database systems, data structures,
image processing, graph drawing, and computational geometry. Over time, two lines
of development have formed. Due to the complexity of map labeling, the majority of
publications deal with the development of labeling solutions for special cases (like this
thesis). Other authors are working towards a general labeling framework.
2.1.2 Definition of the Labeling Problem
The general label placement problem consists of a set P of n features in the plane that have
to be labeled and a set Lp of label candidates (rectangles, circles etc.) for each feature. A
labeling solution or labeling is a subset P
′ ⊆ P of features and a function λ which maps
every feature p ∈ P ′ to a label λ(p) ∈ Lp, such that no two labels overlap.
The number of labeled features, i.e. the cardinality of P
′
, is the size of the labeling. An
optimal labeling or optimal solution is a labeling solution having the maximum size among
all labeling solutions. A complete labeling is a labeling solution where all features receive
a label [Wol99].
Independent from the feature category or the candidate model, the label placement prob-
lem can be formulated as label-size or label-number maximization problem.
2.1.2.1 Label-Size Maximization Problem
The Label-Size Maximization Problem (LSM) is defined in the following way: Compute
the maximum factor σ, such that each feature gets a label stretched by this factor. Every
feature must be labeled (complete solution) and no two labels may overlap.
This problem occurs frequently in conjunction with technical maps, where all information
is equally important and must be depicted completely. Frequently used examples are
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hydrographic maps, where drill-holes have to be labeled with name, groundwater level
etc. [For91].
Geographical maps, including aviation maps, frequently use the font size to code a property
of the labeled feature like the size of a city. Thus, this subtype of the label placement
problem is not applicable here and will not be followed up in this thesis.
2.1.2.2 Label-Number Maximization Problem
The definition of the Label-Number Maximization Problem (LNM) is this: Find a maximum
subset of features that can be labeled, and for each of these features find a label candidate
from its set of candidates, such that no two labels overlap [Wag01].
Finding the optimal solution for a given set of features is NP-hard. This means that
the solution of the problem cannot be computed in polynomial time, and even a known
potential solution cannot be verified for correctness in polynomial time (please see the
glossary for an exact definition of NP-hard). Therefore, approximations must be used so
’solve’ any type of labeling problem.
2.1.3 Solving the Labeling Problem
The label placement problem is usually approached in three steps. These three steps
correspond to a normal decision making process. First, the problem field is opened up by
generating a number of label candidates for each feature, regardless of their practicability.
In the second step, the candidates are evaluated and sorted in good ones and bad ones.
This sorting has to be done both isolated for each feature as well as in combination with
neighbor features. Finally, a decision has to be made regarding which combination of label
candidates will be used in the final labeling solution. These three steps are described in
detail in the following sections.
2.1.3.1 Generation of Label Candidates
In the first step, label candidates for a feature are computed. A label candidate is one of
many possibilities to place a label for a certain feature.
One way to do this is the four-position model, which is defined such that one corner of
the label candidate must touch the feature to be labeled. This results in four possible
label positions around the feature in the center. Figure 2.1(a) illustrates this model. The
feature is represented by the black circle in the center, the label candidates are shown by
their bounding boxes. Other models of this type use only two positions (e.g. top left and
top right) or eight positions (including positions at the medians of the four edges of the
candidates), but the four position model is the most popular one.
It is also possible to use an indefinite number of label candidates per feature instead of a
discrete number. This results in a so called slider model. A slider model is defined by the
boundary condition, that the edge of the label candidate must contain the feature to be
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(b) Four−Slider Model(a) Four−Position Model
Figure 2.1: Examples for axis-parallel, rectangular labeling models.
labeled. The most flexible model of this type is the four-slider model (fig. 2.1(b)) where
the label may be moved along both axis and into both directions.
2.1.3.2 Candidate Evaluation
The definition of the LNM-Problem already indicates that in general it is not possible to
find a complete solution. Usually label candidates interfere with each other or elements
of the underlying map. The task of the evaluation step is to detect all such conflicts and
rate the label candidates accordingly. The evaluation process has to detect the following
categories (see fig. 2.2 for illustrations):
a) A conflict of a label candidate with another feature. This type cannot be resolved in
any way. It is denoted as hard conflict.
b) A conflict of label candidates of different features (soft conflict). This conflict type can
possibly be resolved by a clever combination of candidates of the involved features.
c) The position of the label candidate in relation to its feature and/or overlaps with map
elements. This category represents cartographic knowledge and is responsible for a
good legibility and overall perception of labels.
(a) (c)(b)
Town
Town
Town
Town
Figure 2.2: Examples for (a) label candidates conflicting with other features, (b)
label candidates conflicting with each other, and (c) overlaps with map
elements.
The outcome from this classification can be used in a cost function to assign a particular
value to each label candidate describing its overall suitability.
By applying this cost function to all label candidates, the label-number maximization
problem can be refined to maximize the sum of the rankings of all placed labels instead
of simply maximizing the number of labeled features.
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2.1.3.3 Position Selection
Finding the optimal labeling solution for n features using the four-position model requires
the computation of 4n combinations. It has been proven that this combinatory problem is
NP-hard, which means that it cannot be solved in polynomial time. This statement can
be generalized for any fixed-position model [For91, Mar91, Itu97]. It is even NP-hard to
approximate the solution with a quality guarantee better than 50 percent [Wag95b]. The
label placement for slider-models is NP-hard as well [vK99].
For these reasons, approximations and heuristics have to be used in practice. An overview
of some common approaches is provided below.
Rule-based systems
Before using approximations, it is common practice to do a preprocessing of the generated
label candidates using certain rules in order to reduce the overall search space (number
of candidates) and in order to break the candidates in groups that can be processed
separately. Processing two groups with 4n/2 label candidates each is much faster than
processing one group with 4n label candidates. Simple and frequently recurring situations
can even be solved completely only by predefined rules.
Preprocessing does not degrade the labeling solution. An optimal solution is still possible.
Typical rules for preprocessing are [Wag01]:
1. If a label candidate pi has an unresolvable conflict, delete pi. Usually intersections
with other features or certain map elements, which must not be overprinted (like the
bold line in fig. 2.3a)), are defined as unresolvable conflict. This rule would remove
the dashed label candidates in the example. The optimal solution is not affected by
this rule, as the removed features are not even part of the solution.
2. If a feature p has a candidate pi without any conflicts, declare pi to be part of the
solution, and eliminate all other candidates of p. p0 and p3 are such candidates in
the example of fig. 2.3a).
3. If a feature p has a candidate pi which conflicts with some candidates qk, and feature
q has a candidate qj (j 6= k) which conflicts only with pl (i 6= l), then add pi and
qj to the labeling solution and delete all other candidates of p and q. In the trivial
example of figure 2.3b), this rule deletes p3 and q1 and adds p1 and q3 to the solution,
which is even the optimal labeling solution.
a)
0
p
p
3
p
p
0
3q
1
0
q
2
2
p
qb) c)
pi
Figure 2.3: Preprocessing of label candidates.
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4. If a feature p has only one candidate pi left, and the candidates overlapping pi form a
clique (overlapping each other), then declare pi to be part of the solution and delete
all candidates that overlap pi (fig. 2.3c)).
These rules have to be applied repeatedly until no further changes occur. Usually three
to four rules are enough to suffice good label placement [Wag01].
Greedy algorithms
A straight forward approach would be to sort the label candidates by their assigned rating
and work off this list. As long as the rating of the candidate indicates no conflicts, simply
place a label at the position of the candidate and delete all other candidates of this feature.
The rating of the remaining label candidates has to be updated after each step due to the
fact that some conflicts have been resolved with the deletion of other candidates. This
loop must be repeated until no further changes happen.
This type of algorithms is called greedy algorithm. It is characterized by the fact that
all decisions are made sequentially, and a made decision is never revised. This approach
is very fast as it has to touch most label candidates only once. But it results also in a
labeling which is far away from the optimum because a feature which is labeled early at
one of multiple possible candidates can block the only reasonable candidate(s) of other
features. Such a case is depicted in figure 2.4. All four candidates of p3 are blocked if p1
and p2 are labeled first at their top right candidates (grey).
1p 2
3
p
p
Figure 2.4: Example for a typical problem of greedy algorithms.
Greedy algorithms are frequently used in applications where speed and/or low complexity
has priority over quality like in online map viewers.
Gradient Descent
The name ’gradient descent’ is taken from a physical model where a mass is located in
a gravity field on a hillside, and the potential energy of this mass must be optimized
(reduced). The fastest way to do so is to move the mass along the fall line, which follows
exactly the gradient of the potential. By doing so, the mass “descents” to a location of
lower potential energy. This method is also known as “Force Driven Approach” due to
this physical model.
Transferring this concept to label placement means that the potential is represented by
the cost function for all existing labeling solutions. The parameters (=dimensions) of the
cost function are sets of label candidates making up a solution.
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The algorithm works by determining the available operations at the current labeling solu-
tion, and choosing the one that yields the most immediate cost improvement. This results
in a new solution with a lower number of conflicts (or other parameters contributing to
the cost function).
The major weakness of the gradient-descent algorithm is its inability to escape from local
minima of the cost function. To continue the optimization and reach the global minimum
of the cost function, a temporary deterioration would be necessary but is not accepted by
the algorithm. A related problem of the algorithm is it’s dependency from a good start
position. While start position x could result in ending up in the global minimum, another
start position may lead the algorithm to only a local minimum.
The speed and labeling quality of gradient descent algorithms is located between greedy
algorithms and simulated annealing [Hir82, Chr95].
Simulated Annealing
Local search methods like the gradient descent algorithm can be trapped in local minima
of the search space. This problem can be solved by including a probabilistic or stochastic
element like simulated annealing [Kir83, Cer85] in the search.
Simulated annealing is characterized by two facts. First, the position for the next iteration
is not strictly determined by the gradient alone. Instead, a random offset is added to
obtain a new position. Second, the cost function at the new position must not necessarily
be better than the current one, it is also tolerated to be a certain amount worse.
This ability of the algorithm to degrade the solution is controlled by a parameter T, called
the temperature, which decreases over time according to an annealing schedule. At zero
temperature, negative steps are disallowed completely, so that the algorithm reduces to
the conventional descent method (though not necessarily along the gradient). At higher
temperatures a wider range of the space can be explored, so that regions surrounding
better local minima (or even the global minimum) may be visited.
This algorithm simulates the movement of atoms or molecules on a cooling off surface,
hence the name ’simulated annealing’.
The exact properties of the algorithm are controlled by the method to generate new con-
figurations (’random offset’) and the annealing schedule. Simulated annealing algorithms
perform better than most other labeling algorithm with regard to the number of labels
placed without conflicts. As tradeoff, the required runtime is higher [Chr95].
2.1.4 Quality of Label Placement
Chapter 2.1.3.2 introduced a cost function to evaluate the number of conflicts of label
candidates. This cost function can be extended to cover also cartographic knowledge to
improve the overall legibility, perception, and aesthetic aspects of the labeling. Some basic
requirements to fulfill these goals are [Imh62a, vD99b]:
• Legibility: Besides recommendations for font sizes and typeface, legibility also stip-
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ulates rules controlling the overlap of a label with map features. For example, a
label should either overlap an area feature completely or not at all. If it overlaps,
the contrast between the font color and the background color must be high enough.
Figure 2.5 illustrates these rules on four examples.
Hangar III Hangar IVHangar I
good poor poor
Hangar II
good
Figure 2.5: Legibility of labels overlapping area features.
If a label overlaps a line geometry, the font baseline should not be parallel to the
line. Figure 2.6 illustrates this on an example. Legibility of “Town 2” and “Town
3” is impaired due to the overlap with the blue river, but still legible. “Town 4” is
barely legible because it overprints the river completely.
Town 4
Town 1
Town 3
Town 2
Figure 2.6: Legibility of labels overlapping line features.
• Unambiguity: A label should be easily and clearly associated with its feature. Not
all label candidates surrounding a point feature are associated equally well with the
feature itself.
– Label positions to the right of a point are preferred to those on the left.
– Labels above a point are preferred to those below.
– The more a label’s baseline is offset from a horizontal line through the center
of its associated point, the less favored it is [Edm97].
Figure 2.7 depicts 19 city labels and penalty values depending on the adherence of
the label location to the above three rules. The lowest penalty is assigned to a label
in the upper right corner, the highest penalty to the label located directly below the
point.
Figure 2.7: Penalties for 19 candidates of a point feature [Edm97].
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If multiple map elements of the same type are located close together the labels must
be placed such that they cannot be mixed up.
• Not disturbing the map contents: Text must sometimes be placed on top of other
objects, but should not cover important information or relevant details of the map.
Emphasis here is on the map background, while in the criterion legibility emphasis
is on the label.
2.1.5 Label Placement in Practice
General approaches for solving the label placement problem are focused on the labeling of
point features. The according proofs for runtime and guaranteed number of placed labels
are making even more assumptions like identical label sizes and identical label priorities.
In reality, more complex scenarios are encountered like the label placement for line and
area features. This could be done by reducing those problems to a point problem using e.g.
the centroid of the feature geometries, but this does not promise good results. Imagine a
long taxiway. Placing just one label at the center does not identify this taxiway very well
close to its end. Therefore, multiple labels along its extent should be used. According
methods for generating label candidates for line and area features have to be evaluated.
The assumption that all labels are equally important is also not applicable on airport
maps. Runways are among the most safety critical elements on an airport. Their labels
must be placed with priority over e.g. apron labels. Dropping a runway label is not an
option, independent from its number of conflicts.
In consequence, a schema for assigning operationally reasonable priority values to label
candidates will be developed, and the chosen candidate evaluation and label placement
algorithms must be extended to use these priorities.
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2.2 Geospatial data processing
A Geographic Information System (GIS) is a system for capturing, storing, analyzing, and
managing geographic information and associated attributes. The geographic information
of real world objects is modeled as polygon, line, or point geometry in the database.
Additional properties such as width, length, or surface material are stored as attributes.
GIS systems typically use object oriented approaches to model the general programming
framework as well as the data.
2.2.1 Data Model
A GIS data model usually consists of three parts: the schema, the feature instance(s) and
the feature class bringing both together. The schema represents the general data definition
with the name of each data field (“attribute”) and its type (string, double etc.). The
schema is sometimes also called ”feature type”. Each data record (”feature” or “feature
instance”) has a list of values corresponding to the schema. The feature class itself finally
unites the feature type with the feature instances. It is responsible for validating that all
operations on features are compliant to the schema and provides general methods like e.g.
a geospatial index for optimized data access.
Figure 2.8 depicts such a simplified GIS data model of a runway schema with attributes
feature type, identifier, length, and one geometry, and two according datasets.
Figure 2.8: Example of a typical GIS data model with three attributes and one
geometry.
The schema and the datasets itself are frequently realized as lists in the programming
framework, such that they can be enhanced or modified at any time. The data access to
the different attributes is usually realized via their verbal name as defined in the schema.
Frequently used GIS frameworks are defined in standards of the DIN ISO 19100 series and
the Simple Feature Specification for SQL [SFS].
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2.2.2 Geospatial Predicates
The shapes of geometries and the topology between geometries often contain valuable
information about GIS features. A number of geospatial predicates are in use to analyze
these information. Figure 2.9 provides a graphical overview:
Figure 2.9: Common geospatial predicates on geometries. [SFS]
• Intersection: The intersection of two Geometries A (blue) and B (red) is the set of
all points which lie in both A and B (yellow).
• Union: The union of two Geometries A and B is the set of all points which lie in A
or B.
• Difference: The difference between two Geometries A and B is the set of all points
which lie in A but not in B.
• SymDifference: The symmetric difference of two Geometries A and B is the set of
all points which lie in either A or B but not in both.
• Buffer: The buffer around a Geometrie A is the set of all points which are located
within a certain distance around the geometry. Negative buffers are possible as well!
• ConvexHull: The smallest convex Polygon that contains all the points in the Geom-
etry.
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2.2.3 Robustness
In general, robustness is defined as the ability of software systems to return correct answers
not only for normal, but also on unusual input data [Mey90]. When handling ordinary
string or numeric data, it is easy to define what is the expected, normal input data range,
and what on the other side is “unusual” and how to handle such data. As an example, a
system working with heading data has a defined data range from 0.0 to 359.99. All other
input values are undefined. An intelligent – robust – way to handle them would be to fold
them back into their intended range.
In such cases it is also possible to do a line testing of the software system by applying
input data from all over the input range and comparing the output with the expected
values.
Robustness is more difficult to achieve for geometric algorithms, which involve a combi-
nation of combinatorial and numerical computation. As with all numerical computations
using floating point numbers, the result may be inexact due to round-off errors. Robust-
ness problems are especially serious in geometric computations, since numerical errors
(“are two coordinates identical?”) can propagate into combinatorial computations (“are
two lines parallel?”) and result in complete failure of the algorithm (see [Bri98, Sch97]).
However, such robustness problems are left to the geometry library, which addresses them
by using either truly robust (but slow) algorithms [Avn97] or algorithms minimizing the
effects of robustness problems [Dav03].
In this thesis, the term “robustness” will not be used for such problems of computational
geometry, but one level up for problems with data content. GIS databases are a repre-
sentation of real world objects. If a real world object has a non-default shaped geometry,
it will be stored this way in the database. Due to the huge amount of data, it is not
possible to foresee all non-default situations. By the above definition of robustness, a
robust geospatial algorithm is required to return meaningful results even if a geometry is
non-default shaped, or if the topology with neighbor geometries is unusual.
2.3 Aerodrome Mapping Databases
Aerodrome Mapping Databases (AMDB) data are used as main data source in the labeling
system presented in this thesis. This chapter introduces the general concept of AMDBs
as defined in the international standards RTCA DO-272A/EUROCAE ED-99A [DO272A]
and RTCA DO-291/EUROCAE ED-119 [DO291]. A summary of the recently published
ARINC 816 specification [A816] is presented as well and will be used to outline some
problems of AMDB data aggregation.
2.3.1 Development
Synthetic Vision Systems (SVS) have been introduced to improve the situational awareness
of pilots. This is done by presenting a 3-dimensional, perspective view of the environment
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including terrain, obstacles, and airport objects. As the synthetic image is created from
digital databases, all kinds of relevant information have to be included in such databases.
Even though ICAO Annex 15 [ICAO15] recommends contracting states to publish such
databases for runways, runway thresholds, taxilines, and parking positions, only few coun-
tries follow these recommendations.
For this reason, electronic airport databases have been invented by Darmstadt University
of Technology in 1998 [Fri99b, Fri99a].
2.3.2 Concept
Aerodrome Mapping Databases are realized using GIS technology. The geometries of
airport objects such as runways, taxiways, taxilines, or runway thresholds are represented
in the database together with attributes describing additional properties such as width,
length, or surface material.
If values for particular attributes are not published, the attribute is still listed with the
object but marked as unknown or unavailable by using special default values.
All geometries in AMDBs are stored two-dimensional. If an elevation information is needed
(e.g. an obstacle height), it is stored in the form of an additional attribute. This method
is frequently called 2.5-dimensional (2.5D).
To enable the certification of AMDBs, data quality parameters in accordance with RTCA
DO-200A, ICAO Annex 14, and ICAO Annex 15 [DO200A, ICAO14-1, ICAO15] are in-
cluded. This is done by adding additional attributes for
• Accuracy: The degree of conformance between the measured and the true value.
Typical accuracies are of the order 1.5m to 5.0m at a 90% confidence level.
• Integrity: The degree of assurance that an aeronautical data and its value has not
been lost or altered since the data origination or authorized amendments. At least
the routine integrity of 10−3 as defined by DO-200A has to be achieved.
• Resolution: The number of units or digits to which a measured or calculated value
is expressed and used.
• Traceability: The ability to trace the history, application or location of an entity by
means of recorded identifications.
• Timeliness: The data is applicable to the period of intended use [Sch03, Sch04].
Table 2.1 lists the complete attribute set and definitions of the runway feature type. The
feattype attribute is used to verify that this is really an instance of the runway feature class
and has always the value “runway”. The quality parameters mentioned above are listed
as hacc, integr, hres, source, and revdata. Properties describing a runway feature itself
are the ICAO code (idarpt) of the airport, the runway designator (idrwy), the pavement
classification number (pcn), the width, the length, and the surface material (surftype).
AMDBs are composed of a number of different thematic layers – so called feature types.
Each feature type has a set of attributes characterizing this feature type. As the primary
use of AMDBs is for supporting aircrews while taxiing on airports, all aircraft movement
are included in the database.
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Attribute name Description
feattype Runway feature type identifier
idarpt ICAO aerodrome location indicator
idrwy Object identifier
hacc Horizontal accuracy as a 90% circular error probability (CEP)
hres Horizontal resolution of coordinates
source Name of entity or organization that supplied data according to RTCA
DO-200A/EUROCAE ED-76
integr Integrity of data in the aeronautical data processing chain from data
origination process to present data manipulation
revdate Date of origination or last revision data of data
pcn Pavement classification number. A number expressing the bearing
strength of a pavement for unrestricted operations. If multiple pcn’s
exist for a given feature, the lowest value (i.e. most restricted) shall
be provided.
width Minimal width of the feature
length Length of feature
surftype Predominant surface type
Table 2.1: Attributes of the runway feature [DO272A].
Classifying the affected objects results in the following feature types:
• Runways, Runway Thresholds, Runway Intersections, Runway Exitlines, Runway
Shoulders, Runway Markings, Stopways, Blastpads
• Helipad Final-Approach-and-Takeoff Areas, Helipad Touchdown/Liftoff Areas, He-
lipad Thresholds
• Taxiways, Taxiway Shoulders, Taxiway Guidance Lines, Stopbars
• Parking Stand Areas, Parking Stand Guidance Lines, Parking Stand Locations
• Aprons, De-Icing Areas
In addition, obstacles within 90m of a runway centerline or within 50m of any other
aircraft movement area [ICAO15] or within the vertical separation distance specified in
ICAO Document 9157 [Doc9157] are captured. Rational for including obstacles in the
database is to provide means for ensuring wing-tip and airframe clearance while taxiing
and during takeoff and landing for both fixed wing aircraft as well as for helicopters.
Three feature types for obstacles are used in AMDBs, depending on the geometry type of
the obstacle:
• Vertical Point Structures, e.g. windsocks, antennas, lightpoles, or single trees
• Vertical Line Structures, e.g. blastfences or walls
• Vertical Polygon Structures, e.g. terminal buildings, hangars, tanks, or forests
A depiction of all AMDB feature types is provided in figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Graphical depiction of AMDB feature types [DO291].
2.3.3 Data Acquisition
The data acquisition process for AMDBs is based on remote sensing data from satellites
like IKONOS or Quickbird. These images are corrected for distortions of the camera
system and transformed into an orthogonal projection (orthophoto). Finally, the image
is ground reference using surveyed ground control points (GCP). This process is called
orthorectifying process.
The geometry of airport objects can be vectorized from these orthophotos by digital pho-
togrammetry, which permits to acquire large amounts of data with high spatial resolutions
and accuracy in short time. Attributes of the objects can either be derived from satellite
imagery (e.g. accuracy or resolution), from additional data sources such as AIPs (Aero-
nautical Information Publications), or from other documents from the airport authorities.
Spatial resolution of the database is determined by the resolution of the sensor and the
accuracy of ground control points. Typical values are in the range of 1.5m to 5.0m.
2.3.4 Terminology
The term feature is used inconsistently across publications dealing with AMDBs and GIS
in general. Sometimes the term is used to for a particular database element, sometimes it
is used for the collection of all elements of a certain type. To avoid confusion, the following
definitions will be used in this document (see also section 2.2.1 above):
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Definition: Feature
A feature is an abstraction of a real world phenomena [ISO19101]. It is mod-
eled as a database object, consisting of one geometry and the associated set
of attributes, e.g. runway 25L.
Definition: Feature Type
Strictly speaking, a feature type is the data schema related to a class of features
of the same type. For example the feature type “runway” specifies attributes
“length” of type double, “width” of type double, and “surftype” of type inte-
ger.
In a more generous definition, the term feature type is also used for a particu-
lar feature class, including the data schema and all features (instances) of this
particular type.
Definition: Feature Collection
A feature collection is the set of all features of the same feature type (e.g.
runways).
In essence, a feature is a single object, while feature type or feature collection are referring
to all objects or a particular type.
Most AMDB feature types have a verbal designator which can be used to reference them.
This designator is stored under different attribute names (e.g. “objectid”, “idobject”,
“idapron”, “idrwy” etc.), depending on the AMDB standard and the feature type.
In this work, the terms identifier or ID will be used when referring to this verbal designator.
Two special case for IDs have to be mentioned here as well:
A physical runway is usually operated in two directions (e.g. “07L/25R” in EDDF).
Feature types specific for one direction only have the ID for this particular direction
assigned (e.g. runway threshold “07L”). Feature types which can be used in both directions
have a ID composed from both direction designators, separated by a ’.’ (e.g. runway
element “07L.25R”).
In some cases, it is not possible to identify the boundaries between airport objects during
data capturing. In such cases the separate airport objects are merged together into one
database object. The identifier of the new feature is composed from the individual IDs,
separated by a ’ ’ (e.g. “A5 A6 A7”). This happens frequently for parking stand areas.
In this document the terms compound identifier are used for IDs containing a ’ ’ or ’.’
character, and elementary identifier for its fragments.
The last definition in this section is related to parking stands. As a logical parking stand
feature is divided into the three AMDB features stand areas, stand guidance lines, and
stand locations, parking stand will be used as generic term to refer to all three of them.
2.3.5 RTCA DO-272
The standard RTCA DO-272A/EUROCAE ED-99A “User Requirements for Aerodrome
Mapping Information” [DO272, DO272A] provides minimum requirements and reference
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material applicable to the content, origination, publication, updating, and enhancement
of aerodrome mapping information. The document also provides guidance to assess com-
pliance and determination of the levels of confidence that need to be reached to support
applications like SVS displays or airport surveillance and conflict detection systems.
Of particular interest are the requirements for geometrical constraints. While the gen-
eral AMDB feature definitions and capture rules are just leading to a plain one-to-one
depiction of reality, applying these requirements during the capture process introduces a
basic interpretation of the data. The results are topologically clean data. Testing these
requirements during data processing can be used as criteria to assess the correctness of
the algorithm.
2.3.5.1 Service Roads
The service roads feature type has been introduced with the DO-272A revision of the
standard. The primary reason was the support of applications for operations of ground
vehicles in poor visibility conditions (i.e. airport rescue and fire fighting vehicles)[Kra04].
However, the subsequent introduction of this feature type caused a new problem.
Physical service roads on airports can cross every other feature on the airport. Capturing
such a situation as it is by overlapping feature geometries would violate the GIS principle
that two area features should never overlap. This issue can be resolved by capturing the
overlapping area only in one feature and store the dual use in an additional attribute of
the other feature.
As service roads are only of secondary importance for aviation use, a clean sheet imple-
mentation would have been to add an attribute “isServiceRoad” to every AMDB feature
class and populate this attribute if a road is crossing the base feature. However, as the def-
inition of all other feature types had already been finalized at this time, the modification
of all other features types has been considered as too complicated.
In consequence, the opposite way has been chosen and the new service road feature class
only got an additional attribute “base feature” which stores to which other feature type
an overlapping segment is also belonging. The base features will be captured with a gap
where they intersect a service road.
Figure 2.11 depicts an example of such a situation in Frankfurt. The right image shows the
complete dataset with aprons (yellow), taxiways (light orange), taxiway shoulders (red),
and service roads (grey). The left image shows the same region, but without service roads.
A number of gaps in taxiways, taxiway shoulders, and aprons are clearly visible.
As the primarily reason for this specification was of administrative nature, at service roads
are not required for aviation purposes, this is considered as an artifact which has to be
fixed in a consistent manner before further processing of AMDB data.
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Figure 2.11: Apron between Terminal 1 and 2 in Frankfurt/Main with (right) and
without (left) service roads. The gaps in the different features are
clearly visible in the left image.
2.3.6 RTCA DO-291
RTCA DO-291/EUROCAE ED-119 specifies “Interchange Standards for Terrain, Obsta-
cle, and Aerodrome Mapping Data” [DO291] for the exchange of database content gener-
ated/surveyed within the scope of DO-272A.
The standard specifies requirements for scope, identification, metadata, content, reference
system, quality, capture, and maintenance information. These requirements establish a
basis than can be used by data originators, data integrators, and system designers to
implement a physical interchange format that supports the required data flow to the end
user. Interoperability among different physical formats can be facilitated by complying
with this standard.
It is not the intent of this interchange standard to impose any physical interchange format
on the user. This is solely to be agreed upon by the involved interchange parties.
From the practical side, the DO-291 standard provides a good insight into the AMDB
data model using UML diagrams for both data structure and data coding.
2.3.7 ARINC 816
In April 2006 the Aeronautical Radio Inc. published the ARINC specification 816 covering
an “Embedded Interchange Format for Airport Mapping Database” [A816]. In the three-
layer model outlined in figure 2.12, this represents the implementation level. The intended
use of ARINC 816 databases is on embedded avionics systems for taxi displays like the
Onboard Information System (OIS) of the Airbus A380 or the taxi display on the Boeing
787.
Based on the DO-272A and DO-291 standards covering the conceptual levels for user
requirements and interchange specifications, ARINC 816 continues this series by specifying
a physical, XML based file format which can be validated using XML Schema Files (XSDs),
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Figure 2.12: Scopes of the AMDB related standards DO-272(A), DO-291 and AR-
INC 816 [DO291].
a corresponding binary XML representation for onboard usage which consumes much less
disk space and which can be accessed much faster compared to textual XML as well as
additional metadata information and packaging in ARINC665 format [A665].
More important, ARINC 816 speciﬁes additional data elements and functionalities on top
of the normal airport features as in DO-272A/DO-291, such as:
• All feature geometries will be projected using an orthographic coordinate projection
relative to the aerodrome reference point.
• All polygon geometries will be triangulated and the resulting triangle strips will be
stored additionally to the raw polygon.
• Features with the exact same set of attributes will be merged (“Gathering”).
• Features forming logical entities will be aggregated into “Containers”. “Anchor
Points”, which can be used for labeling or centering, will be calculated for all con-
tainers.
The objective behind the ﬁrst two items is to reduce processing steps onboard the air-
craft with respect to runtime and certiﬁcation eﬀorts for airborne software components.
Gathering has been introduced to reduce the size of the database by avoiding storage of
redundant information.
2.3.7.1 Containers
The purpose for the containerization is to provide structures supporting data decluttering.
The raw AMDB data are not modiﬁed, but the container data model links together all
AMDB features belonging to a logical set of elements (ﬁgure 2.13). A container can also
store exactly one anchor point.
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Figure 2.13: UML diagram of the ARINC 816 container structure.
The motivation behind the containerization is that common labeling algorithms as de-
scribed in chapter 2.1 assume that the feature set to be labeled is already known, which
is not true for raw AMDB data. Instead, an aggregated set of airport elements is used as
input for the label placement algorithm.
This approach is similar to the concept used in this thesis (chapter 3). In both cases, a
hierarchical structure of features is defined which can be used by the subsequent rendering
process to pick and display the required amount of information for the current map scale.
A detailed analysis of the ARINC 816 specification revealed a number of issues. Most
of them are related to unprecise data definitions. In a number of cases, data exceptions
are not handled correctly. Those issues need to be addressed before using container data
structures for automatic, high quality label placement.
2.3.7.2 Generic Identifiers
ARINC 816 proposes the use of “generic identifiers” (generic IDs) to identify elements
belonging to a logical set by detecting common structures in their identifiers. All match-
ing features should be stored in one container. The following rules should be used to
accomplish this goal:
“A generic identifier should be the common characters at the beginning of
the identifiers for a group of features of the same type. The generic identifier
should be:
1. The group of characters before a separator character when such a char-
acter is present in the identifications.
Example: T1-1, T1-2, T1-3, T1-4: T1
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A separator character is a character which is neither a digit (“0” . . . “9”)
nor a letter (“a”, “A” . . . “z”, “Z”).
2. The first letters, when identifications begin with a group of letters.
Example: P11, P12, P13, P14: P
3. The first figures when the identifications begin by a number.
Example: 43A, 43B, 43C, 43D: 43“ ([A816], section 2.4.1.7)
A quick look on existing airport charts reveals that nearly all parking stands, taxiways,
terminals etc. use some kind of enumeration in their name. This makes the basic approach
to group features by identifying related structures in their names reasonable.
However, the specified rules do not work correctly in all cases. For example Frankfurt/Main
(EDDF) has two terminal complexes “Terminal 1” and “Terminal 2” forming two logical
sets. Each is constructed from a number of connected buildings. Following the above
rules, the whitespace in both IDs is regarded as separator and the trailing digit is stripped
in both cases. As a consequence, all elements of the two buildings would be aggregated
into one logical object “Terminal” instead of two.
The general concept of using generic IDs to identify logical sets is sound, but the rules
used to process data must be refined. To overcome those problems, existing datasets will
be analyzed and rules returning correct values for all feature IDs will be developed.
2.3.7.3 Anchor Points
Anchor Points are also a new attribute introduced by ARINC 816 for features as well as
for containers.
“Anchor points could be used for feature label positioning or centering an airport map
on a feature. Anchor points should be contained in their associated feature geometry.
. . . Containers have no defined geometry, but they should have anchor points due to their
object identifiers” ([A816], section 2.4.2.1).
Per specification, the location of the anchor point is the centroid of the related geometry,
or if the centroid is outside the geometry (e.g. in concave polygons), the closest center of
one of the triangles build during triangulation of the geometry.
As described in section 2.1, the labeling task can be separated into several steps, starting
with the identification of the features to be labeled, prioritization of features and generation
of label candidates. These tasks are independent from the map scale or zoom level and can
easily be done oﬄine. Map specific parts (online tasks for moving maps) are the evaluation
of the label candidates, the deconfliction and finally the label placement. A specialized
data structure is needed as interface between these two processing groups.
The anchor point structure is intended for this purpose, but it is too simplistic. In general,
one wants to generate a number of candidates per feature in order to have options for label
placement in case some label candidates overlap. The ARINC 816 anchor point structure
can only store a single label candidate per feature. It cannot hold cost factors for the
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candidate, no priority for the feature, and it is not even placed to minimize overlaps with
neighbor labels.
As consequence, not only the processing rules needs to be changed in this case, but also
the data structure must be enhanced to fulfill its intended purpose.
2.3.7.4 Summary of the ARINC 816 specification
The general problem of the document is that it does not specify the user requirements and
data content of the new elements like containers directly, nor does it provide e.g. use cases
which could be used to derive the appropriate data content. The only hints provided are
the processing rules which have been proven to be imprecise, sometimes erroneous or self
contradicting.
This reflects the history of the specification, which has been put together under time
pressure and on a theoretical basis, without testing the concepts in a prototypical im-
plementation and especially without an in-depth analysis of existing aerodrome mapping
databases.
Although the ARINC 816 data process rules have a number of significant shortfalls, the
general concepts of ARINC 816 are good and can be extended to support automatic
labeling. As there are indications that ARINC 816 will become the data standard used
by taxi displays in all new commercial passenger aircraft such as the Airbus A380 and
Boeing 787, supporting it is a big chance for seeing commercial realizations of the ideas
presented in this thesis in the near future.
Therefore, the general framework of ARINC 816 will be kept, even though its internals have
to be refined in large parts to avoid the identified issues. The goals for this redevelopment
are:
• Define the concepts and goals of the new data structures first.
• Wherever inconsistencies between the ARINC 816 goals and the processing rules
have been detected, the goals will be followed.
• Compatibility with the data structure of the existing ARINC 816 specification, or
at least a downward-compatible enhancement.
• All algorithms must be more flexible and robust to deal also with unknown data, as
AMDBs are just a representation of real world airports which are not well structured
in all cases.
• Geometric checks have to be introduced to handle situations which are irresolvable
by just looking at feature attributes.
• A concept for handling elements with default names ($UNK) has to be developed.
• A concept for handling service roads has to be developed.
• All interfaces have to be specified very precisely to enable a modularized architecture.
• Whenever a unclear situation is encountered, a warning message must be generated
to enable a manual validation. This is done to quickly and reliably identify problems
with the system, which could lead to an aviation safety problem when undetected.
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Such a manual inspection is also recommended for DO-200 compliance.
In parallel, clarifications of the open questions have been discussed with the committee
preparing the specification, and fixes for inconsistencies have been included in supplemen-
tal 1 of the ARINC 816 specification which was adopted in October 2007.
2.4 Airport Diagrams
The label placement system developed in this work will be demonstrated on two types of
airport diagrams. The first type are paper charts which are traditionally used by pilots for
navigating on airports. The second demonstrator will be based on an electronic airport
moving map display.
This chapter provides an overview of these two diagram types.
2.4.1 Paper Charts
For a safe operation of aircrafts, pilots need up-to-date information about the area they
will operate in. Such information covers amongst others the latest information about air-
ports, enroute segments, and weather. The obligation to familiarize themselves with such
information during their flight preparation is based on standards set by the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in Annex 2 “Rules of the Air” and Annex 6 “Oper-
ation of Aircraft” [ICAO2, ICAO6] and implemented in most countries in national laws
like the german LuftVerkehrsOrdnung LuftVO §3a.
For airports, the ICAO Annex 4 “Aerodrome Charts” [ICAO4] specifies which information
will facilitate the ground movement of aircrafts to and from the runway and the parking
stand. Such information, depicted in graphical form, is:
• general information about the airport like its geographical coordinates and elevation,
• detailed runway information including the designator, runway length, runway width,
magnetic heading, displaced thresholds, stopways, or installed lighting systems,
• sketches of the runway and taxiway system, aprons, parking stands, buildings,
• parking stand characteristics like coordinates, maximum aircraft size,
• communication frequencies,
• obstacles on the airport and in its vicinity, and
• further information like special noise abatement procedures, introductions to in-
stalled visual docking guidance systems etc.
The ICAO document 8697 “Aeronautical Chart Manual” [Doc8697] breaks this informa-
tion further down into exact specifications of chart types, chart coverage, format, identifi-
cation, and content including standardized symbology and color use. The goal is to satisfy
the need for uniformity and consistency in the provision of a broad range of aeronautical
charts that contain appropriate information of a defined quality.
All ICAO member states are obliged to make these data available within their Aeronautical
Information Publication (AIP).
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As the AIPs must contain all information required for the flight preparation and execution,
they could be used directly by flight crews. However, per definition the AIP must contain
all kinds of information for this airport and for all other airports in a particular country.
This usually includes a lot of information not required by typical users. As an example,
operators of large, multi-engine jets are not interested in data about small grass airstrips,
but these data must be part of the AIP.
As consequence, AIPs are quite voluminous, difficult to handle and it is hard for pilots
to quickly retrieve information they need for their particular phase of flight. From the
practical side, it is a challenge for large international operators to gather and maintain
the AIPs from all countries they operate in. Therefore, the direct use of AIPs in cockpits
is uncommon.
This problem has been picked up by aviation data providers such as Jeppesen by creating
charts which are optimized for certain types of operation (e.g. IFR) and phases of flight.
By having a common look and feel for airports all over the world, these charts provide an
optimized way for quick information retrieval to pilots.
A typical Airport Overview Chart (AOC) as depicted in figure 2.14 on page 31 is composed
of four main elements [Ran06]:
1. The top element on the page is the Header section. It identifies the airport name,
ICAO and IATO codes, its location, elevation, and outbound communication fre-
quencies.
2. The main element of a chart is the Airport Plan View. It gives an overhead view
of the airport. This section provides information about the airport, such as lighting
types, runways, taxiways, buildings, and certain obstacles.
3. The Additional Runway Information section includes data such as usable runway
lengths, runway widths, references to grooved runways and RVR equipment. Runway
lighting and approach lighting systems are also included in this section.
4. Finally, the Takeoff and Alternate Minima section shows the required minimum
visibilities for departures during bad weather and can also include textual departure
procedures.
Typically the airport plan view is used to introduce pilots to the general airport layout and
related general information they have to know for taxiing, take-off, and touch-down. The
most important element is the airport diagram itself, which shows the geographic location
of all airport objects, and additional important landmarks in the vicinity of the airport
such as major highways, railroads, rivers, or forests. Besides the graphical depiction of the
general airport layout, the plan view also provides additional textual information about
1. All runways, including the runway designators, the magnetic direction of the runway,
the runway threshold elevation, and installed approach light systems.
2. The total runway length.
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Figure 2.14: Airport chart of Hamburg Finkenwerder (EDHI).
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Figure 2.15: Airport overview chart of Frankfurt/Main.
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3. Antennas, windsocks, and other obstacles on the airport and in the surrounding
including their maximum elevation in MSL.
4. Land-and-hold-short-operation (LAHSO) and take-off positions.
5. The aerodrome reference point (ARP). The ARP is usually the approximate geo-
metric center of all usable runway surfaces. This is also where the official latitude
and longitude coordinates are derived.
6. Identifiers of taxiways.
7. The local magnetic variation for the airport.
8. Latitude and longitude tick marks allow pilots to update their position more accu-
rately on the ramp before flight.
9. Airport notes appear in boxes in the plan view if they are not required to be in
the vicinity of the referenced information and if they are not specific to a particular
runway.
The numbers in the above enumeration refer to the elements highlighted in fig. 2.15. In
ICAO terminology, this chart is called the Aerodrome/Helipad Chart.
To ensure optimum legibility of all chart elements even for very large airports, the airport
chart can be split into multiple pages. In this case, the first page provides only an overview
like in Frankfurt, while additional maps are depicting relevant areas in a larger scale.
The Aerodrome Ground Movement Chart is an enlargement of part of the Aerodrome/He-
liport chart. “It should be provided only where the detailed information needed for the
movement of aircraft along taxiways to and from the aircraft stands and the parking and
docking of aircraft cannot be shown with sufficient clarity on the Aerodrome/Heliport
Chart” [Doc8697]. This chart type is also called taxi guidance chart. The usage of this
chart type is not very common.
Instead, the Aircraft Parking/Docking Chart is used, which is “also a supplementary chart
which should be made available only where, due to the complexity of terminal facilities,
the information on the ground movement of aircraft between the taxiway and the aircraft
stands and the parking/docking of aircraft cannot be shown with sufficient clarity on the
Aerodrome/Heliport Chart or on the Aerodrome Ground Movement Chart” [Doc8697].
Those Parking Stand Charts are commonly used on large airports. The “blow-ups” are
marked on the main page by dashed lines. Sometimes they are realized as insets on the
main page like the one in the upper left corner of the Denver overview chart (fig. 2.17)
or as completely separate pages like the one in fig. 2.16. Sometimes also small magnifiers
like the one at the intersection between taxiways “S” and “W” on the Frankfurt overview
chart (fig. 2.15) are used.
As additional charts are dedicated to special themes like taxi routes or parking stands,
the depiction of labels and symbology on such maps is optimized for the respective theme.
Figure 2.16 shows an according parking stands chart of Frankfurt. Runways are still
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Figure 2.16: Parking Stands Chart of Frankfurt/Main.
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labeled (1), but less conspicuous than on the overview chart. Instead, all taxiways are
now marked (2), including special symbologies for one-way taxiways (“Gto” and “Hto” (3))
and segments with restricted wingspan clearance (“N orange” and “N blue” (4)). Another
very important element are the different types of taxiway holding positions (stopbars (5))
which are protecting the runways from inadvertent traffic.
Last but not least, every single parking stand is labeled on the chart, including the full
names of dual use stands like “D10”/“D10A” (6).
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Figure 2.17: Airport chart of Denver International Airport with a small map inset
of the terminal area.
The label placement system developed in this work shall be able to generate labels for these
different charts, and together with the airport chart generator it shall generate charts with
the same content and look & feel than the ones introduced in this section.
2.4.2 Airport Moving Map
Runway and taxiway incursions are a safety concern at airports around the world. A
significant number of these accidents is caused by flight crews losing orientation (e.g. in
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poor visibility conditions) and unintentionally entering a runways or taxiways without
clearance [FAA02, FAA05].
Synthetic Vision Systems have been developed to increase the situational awareness of
flight crews and decrease the number of accidents on airports caused by loss of orientation.
When using a SVS display with an orthogonal perspective, the airport is shown from right
above in a style similar to an airport plan view. In addition, the location and heading of
the aircraft can be displayed by a small spotter symbol on the display using navigation
information. Such displays are also referred to as “taxi displays” or “airport moving maps”
(AMM).
The first system introduced in commercial aircraft was the
Figure 2.18: EFB in the
Boeing 777.
Jeppesen Airport Moving Map as part of the Electronic Flight
Bag (EFB) in the Boeing 777 in October 2003. The EFB is
an additional display installed in the side panel of the cockpit
(see fig. 2.18).
This AMM offers two operation modes. In panning mode,
the display shows a stationary map without ownship position
in north-up orientation. The user can pan freely to familiar-
ize itself with the airport. In track-up mode, the ownship is
shown in the center of the screen pointing towards the top
of the screen. The map rotates and moves with the aircraft.
The airport moving map offers four discrete zoom scales of
0.5nm, 1.0nm, 2.0nm and ’all airport’ (see figure 2.19).
From the technical perspective, the AMM application is pri-
marily a renderer for all airport geometries like runways, taxiways, aprons, parking stands,
and buildings. The only dynamically generated elements are the runway IDs which are
placed at the end of the runway or, if the end is outside of the visible area, at the position
where the runway intersects the edge of the display. The AMM is also designed to render
labels, but it does not generate them itself. Instead they have to be generated oﬄine and
loaded onto the system together with the airport mapping data. The labels displayed by
the AMMs currently in service are generated by an early iteration of the system described
in this thesis [Psc03].
The labels must always stay upright. As the current map orientation is unknown to the
oﬄine label placement process, it must deconflict and declutter the labels for all possible
orientations. In practice, this can be done by using circular label candidates for reserving
an equidistant area around each label which must not be intersected by another label
candidate.
The computer screens used to display electronic maps have relatively low resolutions com-
pared to paper. Labels have to be relatively large in order to be legible. This results in
only a small number of labels which can be placed and therefore in the requirement of a
strict algorithm to select only the most important features.
Further on, electronic displays have different zoom levels. When zooming out (lower zoom
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Figure 2.19: Airport Moving Map application showing Frankfurt/Main airport at
diﬀerent zoom levels. The labels on these images are generated by an
early iteration of the labeling system.
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level), the available space for labels in comparison to the map gets very small. This means,
that only most important features can be labeled. When zooming in, the available space
for labels grows and makes it possible to place more labels. It is reasonable to display
different thematic layers on different zoom levels. On low zoom levels, taxiway labels
are shown similar to airport overview charts, while higher zoom levels focus more on the
display of parking stand labels as done in parking view charts.
To deal with this situation, a hierarchical data structure has to be introduces which
provides different levels-of-detail of features to be labeled for different zoom levels. The
label placement process can pick an appropriate amount of data from this structure and
place labels accordingly.
Chapter 3
Concept and Architecture
The overall goal of this work is to automatically generate labels for airport data. The
system shall support the minimum requirement for placing labels clearly and unambigu-
ously. Cluttering and conflicts of labels must be avoided. Furthermore, the system should
support perceptional aspects how to optimize legibility and quality of the labeling, and
it should consider the operational aspects on labeling for different charts such as airport
overview or parking charts. As the generated airport diagrams will be used to navigate
aircraft, high safety requirements regarding the completeness and correctness of the results
must be fulfilled.
The state of the art chapter already mentioned a number of problems in the domain of
airport databases, data processing, and label placement to be addressed by this system.
In this chapter, the concept how to achieve these goals will be developed.
Airport Chart
Map & Label 
Generation
Configuration 
Data
AMDB
Symbols
Figure 3.1: Overall architecture of the automated map and label generator.
The overall architecture of the system is illustrated in figure 3.1. On the input side,
Aerodrome Mapping Databases (AMDBs) following the standards RTCA DO-272A and
RTCA DO-291 with some extensions as introduced in chapter 5.1.1 will be used.
Additional geometry objects needed for the generation of the map like the exact layout of
approach light systems are imported from a symbol library.
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All other parameters needed to describe an airport chart (business rules) like page layout,
map fill colors, line styles, or font sizes will be stored in a configuration database and
applied during the different processing steps of the map and label generator. The map
generator is considered as a renderer and not treated in detail here.
General label placement algorithms are a well-established research area since a number of
years, and a number of commercial-of-the-shelf products do exist in this field. However,
all general label placement algorithms assume that the elements to be labeled are prede-
fined. This is not the case for AMDB data. AMDBs have been developed and optimized
for rendering of airport geometries in SVS displays. For this reason, airport objects are
divided into smaller database objects which can be processed faster by embedded avionics
hardware. The database objects are categorized according to their geometry type into
point, line, and polygon features. Logical airport objects (e.g. a parking stand) are usu-
ally modeled as multiple database objects in AMDBs (e.g. stand area, stand lines, stand
locations). Taking all database elements and passing them one-to-one to a labeling algo-
rithm would lead to a technical chart of these database objects instead of a human factors
centered depiction of the underlying logical airport objects as recognized by pilots when
taxiing on airports. Such a chart would be unacceptable. From the technical perspective,
this approach would end up in duplicate labels and in final consequence in an extremely
cluttered display. The map in figure 3.3 illustrates this problem using parking stands in
Frankfurt/Main.
A deconfliction of these labels by strategies of common label placement algorithms for
the label-number maximization problem does not promise usable results. Due to a lack
of context knowledge, these algorithms cannot determine which (duplicate) labels can be
removed without losing information and which labels have to persist.
To resolve this problem, application and database specific data aggregation steps have to be
introduced to shape the AMDB data. During this processing, logical airport entities must
be reconstructed from the database features and stored in appropriate data structures. As
an example, all parking stand areas, stand guidance lines, and stand locations belonging
to the same logical parking stand can be aggregated to a group. Figure 3.2 illustrates
this example. Later on, only these groups will be labeled instead of each of the individual
AMDB features.
Parking Stand D9 Stand Area D9
Stand Guidance Line D9
Stand Location D9
Stand Location D9
Stand Location D9
D9
10A
D
9D
1
0
D9
D9
D9
D9
10A
Figure 3.2: Grouping AMDB database features to logical entities on the example
of a parking stand.
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Using this decluttering strategy, the number of labels can be reduced significantly with-
out sacrificing the amount of presented information. Thus, the optimum solution of the
labeling problem is not affected by this step.
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Figure 3.3: Concept of the hierarchical data structure.
To optimize this approach, the groups will be arranged in a hierarchical schema as sketched
in fig. 3.3 for parking stands in Frankfurt/Main. By doing so, different levels-of-detail
can be generated, and label placement routines can pick the level most appropriate for
a particular map scale. In the above example, the groups “D10” and “D10A” from the
lowest hierarchy level are regrouped to a new group “D10” containing all sub-elements
of this parking stand. This group and all other stands belonging to the “D” cluster are
aggregated under the root node “D”.
This filter process is effective on logical airport elements stored as multiple database
features. Runways, helipads, taxiways, parking stands, and buildings match those criteria.
Populating the new data structures is a reconstruction of the logical airport objects from
the available AMDB data. This interpretation process is complicated by the facts that
standards about construction and naming of airport elements do not exist and that AMDB
data do not contain hints how to solve this problem either. In consequence, an analysis of
existing data is done and heuristic rules are derived and implemented afterwards.
The process to generate the new data structures can be broken down into three stages. The
first stage is an import filter for AMDB data. This filter implements specific AMDB data
structures and concepts and must be able to remove artifacts which have been introduced
when capturing airport data into AMDBs due to capture rules [DO272, Lau03]. A good
example is the service road problem as described in section 2.3.5.1.
After that, the identification of logical groups can be accomplished.
In the third filter step, a priority or importance value will be assigned to each of the
generated groups. The intention behind this approach is, that in case of cluttering only
the most important labels are displayed while less important ones can be suppressed. The
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definition of these priorities also includes a good amount of human factors knowledge and
is a major enhancement to simple label placement algorithms.
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Figure 3.4: System-Level concept of the label generation process for airport data.
These first steps are completely independent from any specific map type, map style or scale.
They can be realized in a common preprocessing step common for all map depictions, either
static or dynamic. The detailed concept and architecture of these three steps is described
in more details in chapter 3.2 below, the implementation can found in chapter 4.
The final step of the labeling process is the computation of the labeling solution itself,
consisting of the three steps of label candidate generation, evaluation, and the final label
placement. The generation and evaluation of the label candidate depends heavily on the
target map type and style. Different implementations must be used for the generation of
labels for airport charts and for moving map displays. The candidate generation will be
based on standard concepts like fixed position or slider models. Specifications for different
airport features will be derived from available cartographic knowledge and existing maps.
The evaluation of the candidate positions will also be based on an analysis of existing
charting rules and maps. The candidate evaluation rules will include general cartographic
knowledge about good legibility and perception of labels, as well as airport chart specific
rules related to the operational importance of labels and map features. For the label
placement, this work will take advantage of existing third party research. A rule driven
approach [Wag01] has been selected and implemented.
This concept of the developed system is summed-up in figure 3.4. The focus of this work
will be on the preprocessing and decluttering of airport mapping databases and on the
human factors optimized integration of this data into common label placement algorithms.
By doing so, this thesis will close the open gap between existing AMDB data standard
labeling algorithms.
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3.1 Applications
The developed labeling system will be demonstrated on two applications.
The first use is the automatic generation of paper charts. As paper charts are used by
pilots for navigation at an airport, they must provide all required information. The focus
for this demonstrator will be to maximize the number of deconflicted labels. However,
labels which still do have conflicts will be placed anyway and reported to a (human) chart
compiler for manual review.
AMDB Data
Label Generation
Airport Chart
Map Layer Annotation Layer
Map Generation
Figure 3.5: Overview of the system to generate labels for airport charts.
The labeling process has to be done only once at the generation of a specific chart with
well defined parameters concerning the field-of-view, scale, orientation, font sizes etc.
The system architecture is completely free; the driving requirement is that the system
shall utilize existing business rules, symbology, and charting knowledge to generate charts
with the same content and the same look & feel then today’s charts.
For this application, the complete chart with all map elements has to be generated together
with the labels. The generation of the map can be considered as a separate process, but its
outcome must be considered by the label placement routine to minimize conflicts between
labels and map elements. Both layers form the final airport chart (see fig. 3.5).
The second demonstrator is the label generation for an electronic airport moving map
(AMM) display. Airport moving maps are intended to support the flight crew’s situa-
tional awareness during taxiing on the apron and into the designated gate. The provided
information must be sufficient for these two use cases. Different zoom levels can be used
to provide data optimized for different situations.
The AMM application generates the airport diagram itself and provides the zoom and
pan capabilities. It also offers the possibility to overlay pre-generated labels in an upright
position. Four different zoom levels are defined, and for each zoom level a separate set
of labels can be displayed. As the moving map application is not designed to do any
deconfliction itself, the oﬄine label generation must consider all possible label orientations
and perform the deconfliction accordingly. The computed label coordinates and label texts
are added to the AMDB data, converted into a compressed format and uploaded to the
avionics box (see figure 3.6).
As the AMM application already exists, its architecture is predefined and only a very
limited amount of flexibility for the integration of the label generation is left. The chal-
lenging part in this case is the deconfliction of labels due to the low resolution of electronic
displays, requiring larger font sizes for good legibility and a smaller number of labels.
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AMDB Data
Label Generation
Airport Moving Map Application
Data Loader
Figure 3.6: Overview of the system to generate labels for the electronic moving
map.
3.2 Software and System Architecture
Two key concepts are frequently used in modern software architecture: Object Oriented
Programming (OO) and Model-Viewer-Controller Architecture (MVC).
Objects within object oriented software are encapsulated units (=classes), including all
data needed to represent an object as well as functions (=methods) to work with this
data. This concept encourages the developer to group software components into distinct,
logical units. The most important step is to define the public interfaces of each object,
while the internal implementation of a class can be changed at any point in time as long
as the interfaces are not affected.
+Polygon( coordinates : Coordinate[] )
+getCoordinates() : Coordinate[]
+setCoordinates( coordinates : Coordinate[] ) : void
+intersects( otherPolygon : Polygon ) : boolean
+intersection( otherPolygon : Polygon ) : Polygon
- mCoordinates : Coordinate[]
Polygon
Figure 3.7: Object oriented model of a simplified polygon class.
Figure 3.7 illustrates this concept using a (simplified) polygon class. In this example, a
polygon is defined by its outline, represented by the coordinates of its vertices. The coor-
dinates can be represented in arbitrary projections or coordinate systems. CAD systems
for example frequently use coordinates relativ to a object specific reference point such
that the geometry can be copied to a different place and only the coordinates of the ref-
erence point need to be changed. GIS systems as used in this work frequently use global
latitude/longitude coordinates in WGS84 so that no reference point is needed.
The class has a constructor to build a new polygon instance using an array of coordinates,
as well as a getter- and a setter-method to retrieve and set the coordinates. In addition,
the class has a function “intersects()” to determine if this polygon overlaps with another
polygon and a second member function “intersection()”, which returns the overlapping
area between this and the other polygon as a new polygon instance.
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In GIS applications, object orientated programming in combination with inheritance is
widespread as it is a convenient way to hide the internal representation of geometries
while having a common access to powerful operations for all types of geometries like the
computation of intersections or any other geospatial predicate (chapter 2.2).
The same principles are applied to the implementation of attributes and features.
The Model-View-Controller (MVC) concept [Ree79b, Ree79a] is more of an architectural
concept or even a design pattern than a programming technique. In larger applications,
one often has the problem of data access code, business logic code, and presentation code
with strong interdependencies. Putting all three components together would lead to a code
base which is difficult to maintain as every change in one component would influence other
components. Adding a new data view frequently requires copy- and pasting of existing
business logic code which from now on requires maintenance in different places.
Controller
ViewModel
View Selection
 State Query 
 Change Notification 
 User Input 
State Change
Figure 3.8: Diagram of the Model-View-Controller Design Pattern.
The objective of the MVC concept is to solve this problems by separating the application
into three loosely coupled components (fig 3.8):
• Model: encapsulates the core application data and associated domain logic,
• View: obtains data from the model and presents it to the user, e.g. within a user
interface, and
• Controller: receives and translates input to requests on the model or the view, and
invokes changes on the model.
The MVC pattern does not specify the location of the business rules. They could be placed
in the model or the controller (or both).
By utilizing the MVC architecture, it is possible to define a flexible software concept whose
modules can be modified and/or extended easily without influencing other modules. The
reusability of the components is improved as well. It is possible to have multiple views
for the same data simultaneously. For these reasons, the MVC design pattern has been
chosen for this work.
In the system presented in this thesis, the model will represent the core data, according
access methods and also the processing routines implementing the business rules (fig.
3.9). The basic data model will be a typical GIS model with the ability to store features
composed from a geometry and associated attributes in an object oriented way. The
domain logic for basic operations on features will be provided by the used software libraries.
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Figure 3.9: Overview of the MVC components as used in this work.
The higher functionality making up the system under development will also work within
the MVC model and add the extracted data to additional structures within the overall
data model.
The controller will execute the processing modules and will control the data flow. Each of
the two demonstrators for the label generation system will use its own controller utilizing
the same modules for the common processing steps, but branching into different modules
for the final label candidate selection, placement, and views.
Within the MVC model domain, the processing modules only need to implement the
interface to the embedded basic data model to perform their tasks. Each module imports
required data from the common data model, applies its designated processing steps and
writes the results back to the data model.
Interactive user input is not needed for the process of automatic map and label generation.
Thus, the view component consists only of the data writers to export the data either to
a complete chart image (e.g. in GIF or PDF format) or to the AMM data loader format.
A graphical viewer is used as additional view instance to enable a direct view on the
processed data to verify their correctness before writing them to disk.
The viewers are also called by the controller and like the processing modules they only
have to implement the interface to the data model. Change notifications from the model to
the viewer are supported by the used software packages but not used as it can be assumed
that the AMDB data do not change during the execution of the system.
The following chapters will include more detailed descriptions of the tasks, requirements
and approaches for the different modules.
3.2.1 Data Reader
This module serves as an abstraction layer between the physical storage of the raw data as
well as the external data model and the representation used in the internal data model of
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this application. To complete this task successfully, knowledge about the storage format
and syntactic of the used databases has to be implemented in this module.
For this work, AMDBs based on the DO-272A standard with a number of enhancements
will be used. These enhancements have been identified by an information analysis in the
first phase of this project, which resulted in a list of additional attributes and features re-
quired for the generation of a complete airport map but currently not available in standard
DO-272A datasets.
The physical file format used for the input data are ESRI shapefiles [ESR98].
The output format of this module will be a generalized GIS data structure as introduced in
chapter 2.2.1 on page 16. This data structure will be used as basic data model throughout
all modules of the application. Therefore, its architecture needs to be defined before all
other modules as it is one of the few common interfaces in the system.
During data import, feature types and attributes are renamed and recoded to the internally
used definitions. This is necessary as different standards use slightly different naming and
coding schemes. In this work, the feature and attribute naming conventions from ARINC
816 will be used as those are the most consistent definitions today.
Due to the flexibility of the chosen architecture, it would also be possible to implement an
instance of this module which reads it’s data from XML files as suggested in the DO-291
standard [DO291] or from a database management system instead of shapefiles. Another
option would be to import additional data from navigational, terrain, or cultural databases
to display e.g. radio beacons, terrain contour lines, major roads, or city outlines. Both
options could be realized without affecting other modules of the system.
3.2.2 Removal of Artifacts
In the second step of the data processing chain artifacts associated with the particular
format of the input data are eliminated. The definition of “artifacts” as used in this
context is, that they do not represent structures in the real world, but structures which
are introduced by the database, be it by limitations of the storage or content wise by the
data capture rules.
Due to the interdependency with the used databases, a change of the data source may not
only have implications on the data reader but also on this module.
A typical example of an artifact is the service road problem described in the state of
the art chapter (2.3.5.1). Service roads overlapping other airport elements are modeled in
DO-272A such that they replace the other element at the intersection. While this model is
okay for applications for ground vehicles, it does not correspond with the typical aviation
charting practices.
Instead of handling such events in each of the different processing modules later on, a
more practical approach is to solve the problem in a common module by converting shared
service roads into their base features (see chapter 4.2 for the implementation).
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3.2.3 Projection
A projection is needed to represent the two-dimensional, curved surface of the earth on
a planar map. A wide variety of projections has been developed in cartography with
different characteristics regarding the preservation of the map properties area, direction,
bearing, shape, or distance.
As airport maps are to scale, a projection preserving distances is preferable. An ortho-
graphic projection projecting the curved surface of the earth onto the plain map surface
from an infinite distance has been chosen for this application. Looking at the earth from
outer space would have the same perspective.
In the projection module the orthographic projection uses the aerodrome reference point
as center. The scale is adjusted, such that the resulting coordinates are metric relative to
the ARP as origin.
3.2.4 Grouping of AMDB Features
The grouping is the first and by far most important and complex step during the extraction
of features to be labeled. This module has to implement a large amount of semantic
knowledge about situations at real airports to realize the aggregation tasks successfully.
The major problem during the identification of airport elements belonging logically to-
gether is that standards for the construction and naming are only specified exactly for
runways and helipads (ICAO Annex 14). The physical layout and especially the naming
of all other airport elements like taxiways or parking stands are up to the discretion of
the airports. In consequence, a large variety of naming conventions is used at different
airports and sometimes even within different elements of one airport. Identifying elements
belonging together is only possible by complex heuristic rule sets.
The analysis of the ARINC 816 specification revealed a number of problems, but without
providing acceptable solutions to the described problems. To resolve these problems, the
underlying data will be thoroughly analyzed in order to derive a complete and robust
solution for data processing. The identified groups will be stored in the data model as
container structures as introduced by the ARINC 816 specification to maintain a basic
compatibility with this emerging standard.
A mandatory requirement on the output of this step is the generation of a correct, con-
sistent, and reliable data basis for the subsequent steps. It must be ensured that each
module in this filter chain extracts all airport features belonging to one logical entity
without dropping a single element (no “false negatives”). On the other side, it must also
be guaranteed that only the relevant elements are extracted (no “false positives”).
As no reference database exists, another method for the verification of the results of the
grouping algorithms had to be found. For a small number of datasets, a manual verification
would have been an option, but this is unrealistic for the worldwide database of all airports.
It turned out that designing a single algorithm considering all relevant aspects at once
would quickly result in a degree of complexity which is hard to manage. Furthermore, this
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approach does not provide information about the degree of correctness of the produced
data.
Instead, the algorithm has been broken down into small modules. Each module has to
solve only a small, isolated task. For each task assumptions on the input and output
data can be defined. Assuring that a module performs its task correctly with the assumed
data range can be done relatively easy by conventional testing methods. Individual tasks
are even allowed to produce results which have to be considered as errors in the overall
picture, but such events can be caught by subsequent modules.
The key advantage in this approach is that the adherence to the specified input and output
ranges can be validated automatically. If a discrepancy is detected, a notification can be
sent to the operator, and the situation can be verified manually. Three cases for such
discrepancies have been identified:
• The specification for input and output values is not accurate, resulting in a false
warning. The verification algorithm has to be adapted to solve the problem.
• A new, unknown situation has been detected and the algorithm / the sequence of
tasks have to be adapted to cover this case.
• Irregular data, caused by errors in the source database. In this case the system
works fine, but the databases have to be fixed.
Using this concept, a recursive optimization of the grouping algorithms was possible,
including a quality assessment of the generated data. The according work is described in
chapter 4.7.
3.2.5 Prioritizing
In some cases, two (or more) features are too close together to label all of them within
the available space without conflicts. In such cases, one (or more) of the feature labels
have to be omitted (if permitted by the business rules). Instead of leaving it to the label
placement algorithm to ’randomly’ determine which one to draw and which one to omit, a
more sophisticated approach is to determine the importance of each feature first and then
suppress the least important one(s).
This decluttering step is a major enhancement of simple label placement algorithms and
heavily based on perceptional and human factors aspects.
This prioritization process will be based on the hierarchical container structures generated
by the previous module. The basic idea is that features do not have to be labeled if they
can be identified anyhow by other available information. This concept is applicable to
enumerated airport elements like parking stands. Imagine the location of parking stands
“A26” and “A34” is known from their labels, then the position of e.g. “A30” can easily
be interpolated from the neighbor labels (see fig. 3.10).
The implementation of this module will be split into two components. The prioritization of
features of the same type as described above will be done as the last stage of the common
data processing because these data can be used for all display concepts equally.
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Figure 3.10: Deconfliction by removing redundant labels.
On the other side, the priority will also be used to define the ’layering’ of labels for different
features types. However, this function depends on the type of airport map to draw. E.g.
on a taxiway guidance chart, the labels for taxiways are the most important ones, while
the labels of parking areas must have priority in a parking chart. This second function
will be implemented in the application dependent branches of the system.
3.2.6 Label Candidate Generation
The next step on the way to placing labels on an airport map is the generation of label
candidates. The candidates are defining where a feature label may be placed and should
offer different locations to enable a successful deconfliction by the final label placement
algorithm.
27L
271°
27L
271°
27L
271°
Figure 3.11: Label Candidates for the runway designator.
Figure 3.11 illustrates this concept for the runway designator. A three-slider label candi-
date model is appropriate to define label positions along the top and bottom of the runway
end, and perpendicular to the extended runway centerline. The runway designator label
is rotated with the runway, while most other labels are unrotated.
The area of label candidate generation is well covered in literature (see also introduction
in chapter 2.1). Thus, the basic concepts like slider or fixed position models for labeling
of point features and similar concepts for line and area features are known and can be
utilized.
Still open is the definition which airport information is represented best by which can-
didate model. These definitions will be a implementation of business rules and legal
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requirements. More important, the candidates will represent the cartographic knowledge
of chart editors where to place labels, such that the association with their respective fea-
tures is clearly perceived. The cartographic knowledge incorporates also applied human
factors knowledge.
While the strategy where to place labels is identical for the airport charts and the electronic
airport moving map display, the candidate shape will be different. For the static chart,
the shape can be represented by the bounding box of the label string, including the
final orientation of the label. For the AMM system the map can be rotated in arbitrary
orientation below a label. To guarantee label deconfliction in any map rotation, circular
candidates must be used.
3.2.7 Label Candidate Evaluation
The motivation behind the candidate evaluation is to identify the label candidate with the
best overall properties. The label placement algorithm will try to place the label at the
candidate with the highest quality.
The evaluation of label candidates picks up the candidate locations from the previous step
and evaluates each for it’s suitability for placing a label. Factors such as
• overlaps with map elements influencing contrast and legibility,
• overlaps with map elements influencing an unambiguous placement, and
• the location relativ to the own feature influencing the association with the map
feature
are evaluated by a cost function and a single quality value is computed. This exact
parameters of the cost function implement current business rules, cartographic knowledge,
and human factors knowledge.
Only static factors like overlaps with map elements are considered. Variable factors like
overlaps with label candidates of other features are computed temporarily only during the
label placement.
Label Candidates with a quality lower than a certain minimum threshold are deemed as
unusable for label placement and are eliminated.
3.2.8 Label Placement
The last step is the computation of the labeling solution from the evaluated label candi-
dates.
The first step of label placement is based on fixed rules to simplify the candidate set.
• If one or more label candidates of a feature can be placed without conflicts, add the
candidate with the best quality to the solution and remove the other candidates.
• Remove all label candidates whose quality is too low, e.g. due to an overlap with
another feature or a map element.
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• If a feature has no usable label candidate at all, remove all candidates and issue an
warning to the operator. Optionally place a label at the location of the map feature,
e.g. in red color, to visualize the conflict to the operator.
These rules do not reduce the size of the optimal labeling. In simple cases, the complete
solution can be computed by this step.
After that, the real label placement is executed. A deterministic algorithm is important
in the framework of aviation. Thus simulated annealing or genetic algorithms cannot be
used though the return usually very good results in acceptable runtime [Chr95].
3.3 Map Generation
Albeit not focus of this thesis, the generation of a complete airport chart should at least
be sketched here to complete the concept for the airport chart demonstrator.
An airport chart is usually composed of multiple airport diagrams. The maps are largely
independent from each other, so that they can be generated separately. The map back-
ground is also independent from the labeling process, so that a completely separate process
can be used to compute the map background.
First, all information necessary for a specific airport map are prepared in an abstract
vector format. In this step, abstract GIS geometries are transformed into map layers
which have style information associated to each of their elements. AMDB features not to
be depicted will be removed completeley.
All assignments of style information to features will be imported from a separate configu-
ration parameter database. The styles itself are defined in Styled Layer Descriptor format
(SLD) [SLD]. Thus, the entire look & feel of the generated map can be easily modified by
changing parameters in the configuration.
Objects like windsocks are stored with a single coordinate in the database. They are
visualized by a symbol on the map. There are two types of symbols:
1. Symbols representing real world geometries, i.e. all types of lighting systems. To
match the existing airport features, these symbols have to be placed exactly and
they also have to be rotated and scaled to an absolute size.
2. Most symbols representing abstract objects just have to be placed at the specified
location. The symbol shape can be chosen arbitrarily and the symbol can be sized
and rotated freely for good legibility of the map. Examples for this class of symbols
are the Airport Beacon, the Aerodrome Reference Point, Antennas, or Trees.
When placing symbols of the second type, care has to be taken that symbols do not
cause cluttering with themselves or other map elements. If this happens, rules have to be
introduced to minimize or completely avoid symbol cluttering. This can be done e.g. by
combining several close by symbols into one and just display the highest one. Some symbol
categories can also be shifted slightly. Similar approaches as for the deconfliction of labels
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can be used for this type of symbols. The mapping of symbols to database features is also
read from the configuration database.
The map is completed after the overlay of the labels layer.
Page Size:    A4
Orientation: Portrait
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Overview, 
Inset
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Figure 3.12: Sketch of typical parameters for airport charts.
In the last processing step, the physical chart has to be generated from it’s components
like chart header, communication box, and one or more maps.
To define a chart completely, the paper size (A4, US letter, etc.) and orientation (portrait,
landscape) of the paper has to be known, as well as the location and dimension of each of
the chart components (header, communication box, maps, etc.; see figure 3.12).
With these parameters, a one-page chart as well as a multi-page chart can be configured.
Finally, a physical output medium for the chart must be defined, which could be a vector
graphics format such as PDF (portable document format) or a bitmap format such as
JPG, TIF, or PNG.
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Chapter 4
Data Processing
The general concept for label generation for airport data has been introduced in the
previous chapter. Based upon this concept, this chapter describes the core processing
steps used to extract data structures usable by common labeling algorithms from AMDB
data. These steps include the removal of capturing and data format artifacts from raw
AMDB data, grouping of related features, and a prioritization of the groups to be labeled.
As all of these steps are application independent, a common process can be used for
different applications.
The first chapter (4.1) repeats and details the general concept of grouping as introduced in
chapter 3. Chapters 4.2 and 4.3 are describing special concepts for handling service roads
and elements with unknown names. The following chapters 4.4 to 4.6 are introducing
support algorithms which are needed for the correct work of the grouping mechanism itself.
Each of those chapters includes an explanation of the goals of the module, an analysis of
the data to be processed, the derived rules, the implementation, and a presentation of the
results, as far as this is reasonable on an isolated basis.
Chapter 4.7 integrates all modules into the implementation of feature grouping as used in
this work. This includes a definition of goals and requirements, data analysis, implemen-
tation, and final results for each data category.
4.1 Concepts for Grouping of AMDB Features
The ARINC 816 specification aims at providing specialized airport databases for avionics
systems including mechanisms for feature grouping. Although it became clear that the
data processing rules specified in ARINC 816 have a number of shortfalls (chapter 2.3.7),
the general framework is usable.
As ARINC 816 will become the data standard used by taxi displays in new airliners such
as the Airbus A380 and Boeing 787, supporting it is a big chance for seeing commercial
realizations of the ideas presented in this thesis in the near future.
The general goals and the framework of ARINC 816 will be reused. The format and
data structure should stay compatible or at least downward compatible with the original
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ARINC 816 specifications. In cases where inconsistencies or errors in the standards are
encountered, a logical extension is developed.
4.1.1 Logical Sets
The key concept for the labeling of airports out of AMDB data is the extraction of elements
belonging to one logical airport entity. In the ARINC 816 specification this is frequently
called ’logical sets’. The word ’logical’ is defined as “reasoning in a clear and correct
manner, based on earlier or otherwise known statements, events, or conditions” [Dic06].
This definition emphasizes that a-priori and/or background knowledge of a situation is
mandatory to refer to and apply a logic. In this case, this is background knowledge about
airport data and their representation in AMDBs. Exact rules are in place describing how to
capture given airport details [DO272A, Lau03], but there are no commonly accepted rules
how to design, construct and designate airports itself. Even for runways where standards
like the ICAO Annex 14 [ICAO14-1] exist, a number of countries including the USA do not
strictly adhere to them. In consequence, it is not possible to speak of a general, globally
valid logic of airport features yet due to the lack of a-priori knowledge.
To tackle this fundamental problem, existing airport data must be analyzed in order to
extract commonly used rules and define the logic based on this knowledge. The drawback
is that this is an empiric process. Applying this logic to the datasets used for the extraction
of knowledge will result in data which are 100% correct per definition. An analysis and
description of the results of the algorithms has only limited relevancy.
On the other side, it is always possible that existing datasets contain special situation which
have been overlooked during the analysis phase or that new datasets contain completely
new, unforeseen situations. To minimize the chance of such cases, the analysis has to be
done as accurate as possible and based on the largest dataset possible.
Further on, the defined logic and its implementation must be robust for new situations.
This is done by designing the implementation in a way that very reliable and restrictive
steps with a guaranteed outcome are applied first. After that, heuristic modules are applied
to complete the processing. If a heuristic algorithm encounters a unclear or undefined
situation, it provides a warning message.
This way, unclear situations can be inspected manually to ensure they have been han-
dled correctly. The warning messages also permit the automatic collection of a dataset of
unclear situations, which can be used to identify additional patterns to improve the under-
lying logic. This technique has been utilized to enhance the conversion process recursively
to a state where no obvious improvements are possible with the existing datasets.
4.1.2 Container data structures
Chapter 3 introduced the concept of hierarchical data structures as basis for the use of
common labeling algorithms with AMDB data. In ARINC 816 terminology, this grouping
concept is called ’Containerization’.
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It has turned out during the analysis of the ARINC 816 specification that the construction
of containers based only on the ID values of AMDB features does not work reliably.
Therefore, algorithms utilizing also geometric properties and relationships of features will
be used.
+idobject : string
+containerType : unsigned char
+members [] : Feature
Container
Figure 4.1: UML model of the basic container structure.
The basic structure of a container consists only of its identifier, its type and an array
of member features. Additional temporary variables used during data processing are not
shown.
The container concept will be applied to five data categories in this work:
• Runways
• Helipads
• Taxiways
• Parking Stands
• Vertical Polygons (Buildings)
Each container type covers either AMDB features or subordinate containers related to this
particular object type. For compatibility reasons, the general data structures have been
designed similar to the ARINC 816 specification, but extensions have been made where
required
4.1.2.1 Runways
Runway containers are covering all AMDB features related to one physical runway. They
can cover runway elements, runway intersections, thresholds, runway markings, painted
centerlines, stopways, displaced areas, LAHSOs, arresting gear locations, and runway
shoulders (figure 4.2).
Only one level-of-detail is required for runway containers.
4.1.2.2 Helipads
A helipad container covers all touchdown lift-off areas, final-approach and take-off areas,
helipad thresholds, runway markings, and runway shoulders related to a helipad or a
group of helipads sharing the same designator (figure 4.3). The runway shoulders are an
extension to the ARINC 816 specification but required to implement helipad safety areas.
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Runway Element
Stopway
Runway Container
Runway Intersection
Runway Marking
Painted Centerline
LAHSO
Arresting Gear Location
Runway Threshold
Runway Displaced Area
Runway Shoulder
Figure 4.2: Member features of a runway container.
Touchdown Lift-Off Area (TLOF)
Helipad Threshold
Helipad Container
Final Approach and Take-Off Area (FATO)
Runway Markings
Runway Shoulders
Figure 4.3: Member features of a helipad container.
4.1.2.3 Parking Stands
ARINC 816 defines a stand container to cover the AMDB features of stand areas, stand
guidance lines, and stand locations related to a parking stand. A parking container covers
all stand containers related to a group of stands (figure 4.4).
Stand Area
Stand Location
Stand Container
Stand Guidance Line
Parking Container
Figure 4.4: ARINC 816 definition of stand and parking containers.
More complex situations like parking stand “D11” with sub-stands “D11” and “D11A”
cannot be modeled with this concept because one level-of-detail is missing (fig. 4.5 and
3.3 on page 41).
In order to handle such situations correctly while maintaining compatibility with ARINC
816, two different kinds of stand containers will be introduced. Simple and complex
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D D11 D11
D11A
Stand ContainerParking Container ?
Figure 4.5: Parking Stands “D11” / “D11A” cannot be modeled in the ARINC 816
container model. A third container type between stand and parking
containers is needed.
stand containers have the same structure and will cover AMDB features, but they will be
populated with different member data.
A simple stand container will only have members sharing the exact same ID. Thus, it is
similar to the ARINC 816 definition of a stand container. In the above example, two stand
containers “D11” and “D11A” would be created (see fig. 4.6). A complex stand container
will cover all AMDB features belonging to one logical parking stand. Only one complex
stand container “D11” exists in the above example. Full details about the different stand
containers are provided in section 4.7.2 on page 87.
Simple Stand Container D11 Stand Area D11_D11A
Stand Guidance Line D11
Stand Location D11
Simple Stand Container D11A Stand Area D11_D11A
Stand Guidance Line D11A
Stand Location D11A
Complex Stand Container D11 Stand Area D11_D11A
Stand Guidance Line D11A
Stand Location D11A
Stand Guidance Line D11
Stand Location D11
Figure 4.6: Examples for Simple and Complex Stand Containers.
Both stand container types will be added to their designated parking container. By doing
Complex Stand ContainerParking Container
Simple Stand Container
Figure 4.7: Member elements of a Parking Container.
so, three levels-of-detail can be realized, while each container is still compatible with the
ARINC 816 specification.
4.1.2.4 Vertical Polygons
Vertical Polygonal ObjectsVertical Polygonal Structure Container
Figure 4.8: Member features of a Vertical Polygonal Structure Container.
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A Vertical Polygonal Structure Container can contain only vertical polygonal objects of
types terminal and non-terminal buildings, hangars, and control towers. All existing
objects of the same identifier will be added to a container.
4.1.2.5 Taxiways
Taxiway Feature Containers are covering all AMDB features related to a particular taxi-
way. This can be taxiway elements, taxiway guidance lines, taxiway holding positions
(stopbars), runway exit lines, and taxiway intersection markings. Service road features
Taxiway Element
Taxiway Holding Position
Taxiway Feature Container
Taxiway Guidance Line
Runway Exit Line
Taxiway Intersection Marking
Figure 4.9: Member features of a Taxiway Feature Container.
are preprocessed, such that they are not a mandatory part of taxiway feature containers
any longer.
According to the ARINC 816 specification, taxiway feature containers will be aggregated
to Minor Taxiway Containers, and if the length of all taxiways in such a container exceeds a
certain threshold, they are converted to Major Taxiway Containers. As this differentiation
Taxiway Feature ContainerMain Taxiway Container
Figure 4.10: Member elements of a Main Taxiway Container.
is highly application dependent, it will not be used in this work. Instead, taxiway feature
containers will be grouped into Main Taxiway Containers, which represent the union of
minor and major taxiway containers. If required, main taxiway containers can still be
re-classified into major or minor taxiway containers.
4.1.3 Completeness
To ensure the completeness of the resulting dataset, the system tracks if each element is
added to a superior container. Normal features must be grouped in one container, but
some elements like runway intersections must be assigned to (at least) two containers.
This approach helps to fulfill the DO-200 requirement of complete datasets.
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4.1.4 Software-Implementation
The implementation of all software components has been done in Java. Java shares general
advantages of C/C++ like object-oriented programming including interfaces, inheritance
etc. as well as good support from the open-source community by providing a large number
of useful libraries. Special advantages of Java are a better platform independency com-
pared to C/C++ and the better suitability for rapid prototyping due to the automated
memory management which avoids the error prone pointers from C/C++ and a very good
integrated development environment (Eclipse). The runtime penalty compared to C/C++
is not crucial as all processes are ground based and not part of an interactive system.
The Java Topology Suite 1.8 (JTS) [Dav03, Aqu03] has been used for geospatial data han-
dling and operations with 2-dimensional feature geometries. JTS implements the spatial
model and method definitions of the OpenGIS Simple Features Specification for SQL Re-
vision 1.1 [SFS] as well as spatial indices for faster access to all elements within a geometric
area.
Other used open-source software includes GeoTools 2.2. This library provides a general,
object-oriented framework for all kinds of geospatial data processing (grid and vector
data). Data can be imported and exported to a large number of file formats including
ESRI Shapefiles or Database Management Systems. The other strength of this package is
the powerful map-viewer front-end which can be used for creating quick, interactive views
of the geospatial data and for exporting these maps to bitmap images in GIF or JPG
format.
PDF files of the generated maps in vector format have been created with iText 1.4.5
[Low06]. This work has been done together with Nico Zimmer, Jeppesen, Neu-Isenburg.
Finally, an output writer for ARINC 816 XML files has been created using the JAXB 2.0
library. Using this library, it is possible to automatically generate Java classes representing
the data schema provided in an XML schema (XSD) and to marshal the data from the
memory model to the textual XML output. The work on the JAXB part has been done
in cooperation with Gregory DeHetre, Jeppesen, Denver.
4.2 Service Roads
The DO-272A specification of service roads contains the major issue that service roads
can cut virtually every other feature (see chapter 2.3.5.1). For a seamless data processing
and depiction, this problem has to be solved. The solution must be driven by the user’s
perspective instead of an engineering or database perspective.
The primary question is, if service roads have to be depicted at all on airport maps.
Therefore, pilots have been asked about the relevance of service roads on paper charts
or electronic moving maps in a short questionnaire. The answers ranged from “Nice to
have, but not essential” to “I fly airplanes at the airport. . . I don’t drive vehicles”. As the
developed system targets on aviation use only, it has been decided not to show service roads
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on airport maps at all. Systems for ground vehicles would probably use other depictions.
At intersections with other airport features, the service roads must be handled as if they
were a regular feature. This concept can be realized in three ways:
1. The service road features can be left as they are, but every containerization mecha-
nism and every subsequent render mechanism has to implement algorithms handling
the special status of service roads and the features they are overlapping. While this
approach leaves the data untouched, it is the most long winded one as the strange
data schema has to be considered in a large number of different software modules.
Due to its complexity, which is not offset by any kind of advantage, this concept is
not considered further.
2. The geometry of overlapping service road features can be merged with one or all
geometries of touching base features. At the first look, this seems to be the simplest
approach because it can be realized regardless of the type and attribute set of the
base feature. On the other hand, selecting the appropriate base feature(s) to merge
the geometry to and especially conserving correct topologies as required by DO-272A
is quite complex.
3. Service road features can be entirely converted to the respective base feature type.
This approach has to deal with the problem that all base feature types have different
attribute sets than the service road feature type. Additional attributes not present
in the service road feature have either to be left open, or they must be populated
with values taken from neighbor features.
The visible output of concepts 2 and 3 is illustrated in figure 4.11. The former service
roads can still be identified by their outlines.
Figure 4.11: Three concepts of handling service roads: Leaving them as they are
(left), merging their geometries to a neighboring base features (center),
or converting them entirely to their base feature type (right).
Due to the smaller complexity and hence the higher robustness, the third approach has
been selected and used in this work.
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Both methods are facing the challenge that a close by base feature is required to merge
the geometry to (concept 2) or to copy missing attribute values from. As the service road
feature class does not have an ID attribute, the matching base feature cannot be identified
by same names but based on geometric neighbor relationships instead.
All features of the respective base feature type touching a service road feature will be
evaluated. The one with the longest intersection line between service road and base feature
will be used. It has not been proven that this approach is 100% save, but as the effects
of a possible mismatch are small this issue is not studied further within the scope of this
work.
4.3 Default values
If the name of an airport element is not provided by a source documents, a default value
such as ’$UNK’ will to be assigned to the identifier attribute of this AMDB feature. It
does not make sense to label such features and therefore those elements will be excluded
from containerization in general.
One exception from this rule could be identified: Normal helipads do only have an ’H’
painted on the ground, which is considered as marking but not as helipad designator.
In consequence, all according AMDB features will have the default value ’$NA’ (Not
Available) assigned to their identifier.
As helipads are mandatory elements on airport charts, they must be included in the helipad
containerization. The character ’H’ can be used as identifier in such cases.
4.4 Generic identifiers
One key element to identify features belonging to the same logical set is the analysis
of feature identifiers of the features and the attempt to identify matching patterns. An
intuitive way is to look at the leading digits or characters and use just those as generic
identifier [Psc03, A816]. However, scenarios can be identified where such simple rule sets
do not return the expected result (see example in section 2.3.7.2).
Therefore, more complex rules for building generic identifiers which can handle the variety
of feature identifiers on airports all over the world had to be developed. This is especially
difficult as there are no general standards how these IDs are generated.
This chapter describes the approach taken for developing these rules, their implementation,
and the results.
First of all, a formal definition of “generic identifier” is introduced:
Definition: Generic Identifier
The generic identifier (generic ID) is the part of the identifier which a feature
has in common with other elements of the same logical set.
This definition covers the previous one from ARINC 816, but it is different in the way
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that it is not tied to a certain rule set. Instead, it describes the high-level goal.
This goal has to be broken down into concrete implementations for specific applications.
For each of those applications, the term “same logical set” has to be defined and appro-
priate processing rules have to be set up.
Definition: Enumerator
The enumerator is the part of the identifier which differentiates a feature from
other features with same generic identifier and which can be used to bring
them into a logical order.
The enumerator must be comparable, which means that a certain ordering is defined via
the operators “greater than”, “equal”, and “less than”, and “+” and “-” operators must
be defined in order to detect that e.g. a feature ID with enumerator “5” is two elements
apart from enumerator “3”. This requirement is fulfilled for digits and single alphabetic
characters.
As described above, the first step in developing the logic is to analyze exiting data. This
analysis was done based on a dataset of 190 airports from all parts of the world. The
very first result regarding feature IDs is that their structure and usage is different for
different AMDB features. Thus, the analysis and classification of feature IDs must be
done separately for different feature classes.
Further on it has to be considered that the generic identifier of a feature depends also on its
intended use. The generic ID for the first hierarchy level (e.g. stand container) is usually
different from the generic ID for the second hierarchy level (e.g. parking container).
The following sections are describing the analyses of IDs of different feature types and how
generic identifiers can be extracted from them.
4.4.1 Runways and Helipads
The identifiers for runways are specified exactly in chapter 5.2.2.4 and 5.2.2.5 of ICAO
Annex 14 [ICAO14-1]. “A runway designation marking shall consist of a two-digit number
and on parallel runways shall be supplemented with a letter (L/C/R). . . . the two-digit
number shall be the whole number nearest the one-tenth of the magnetic North when
viewed from the direction of approach. . . .When the above rule would give a single digit
number, it shall be preceded by a zero.”
The leading zero rule is omitted in some parts of the world like the USA. It is reasonable to
assume that all features belonging to one runway are using the same naming convention,
but this must be verified when processing data.
Even if not mentioned explicitly, this definition includes that the combination of digits
and trailing letter must always be unique for an airport.
Helipads are frequently unnamed. In case they are named, “a final approach and take-
off area designation marking shall consist of a runway designation marking described in
Annex 14, Volume I, 5.2.2.4 and 5.2.2.5 supplemented by an H . . . ” [ICAO14-2] chapter
5.2.5.3).
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Both identifier structures are equal. As all elements of a runway or helipad must have
the exact same ID, a generic identifier mechanism for runways and helipads is not needed.
The full ID can be used.
4.4.2 Parking Stands
The phrase “Parking Stands” is used as a generic term for Stand Areas, Stand Lines,
and Stand Locations in this work. These three AMDB features are stored separately in
AMDBs because of their different geometry types and different attribute sets, but all three
are used to reproduce a logical parking stand. Therefore, these three feature types are
using the same naming conventions and can be analyzed together.
4.4.2.1 Analysis of Feature Names
190 airports with 69733 stand area, stand line, and stand location features with 4004
unique IDs have been analyzed. Within these IDs, 890 unique IDs respectively 1033 IDs
in total are compound IDs like “D10 D10A” or “18 19” which are composed of elementary
IDs.
In the case of parking stands, such compound IDs are usually generated during AMDB
capturing if there are multiple stand lines like “D10” and “D10A” or “18” and “19”, but
it is not possible to allocate separate stand areas for those. Thus, compound IDs are
considered as an artifact of the AMDB capturing process, while the logical IDs are the
elementary parts.
Therefore, such compound IDs have been split up at ’ ’ characters into their elementary
IDs, and the fragments have been added to the dataset to be analyzed. This leads to 180
new unique IDs, so that all in all 3294 unique respectively a total of 71164 IDs could be
analyzed.
A common tool to find strings matching certain patterns are POSIX regular expressions
[RegEx, Fri02]. Such expressions have been used to classify the IDs into classes which can
be handled separately. The list below shows the identified classes and the number of IDs
per category. The number of unique IDs is provided in parenthesis:
1. a) 18181 (1539) IDs have a structure like “D10”, which means one character followed
by one to three digits.
b) 1095 (403) IDs have a structure like “D10A”, which means one character followed
by one to three digits followed by one additional digit.
c) 185 (57) IDs have a structure like “HS2”, which means two character followed by
one to three digits.
d) 13 (3) IDs have a structure like “HS2A”, which means two character followed by
one to three digits followed by one additional character.
A query for the reg. expression ”^\p{Alpha}{1,2}\p{Digit}{1,3}\p{Alpha}{0,3}”
returns these 19474 (2002) IDs.
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2. a) 23775 (592) IDs have a structure like “212”, which means one to three digits.
b) 2816 (540) IDs have a structure like “212A”, which means one to three digits
followed by one character.
c) 112 (29) IDs have a structure like “212E/W”, which means one to three digits
followed by three characters or ’/’ or ’-’.
A match for the regular expression ”^\p{Digit}{1,3}[\p{Alpha},/,-]{0,3}” re-
turns these 26703 (1161) IDs.
3. 144 (22) IDs have a structure like “A” or “D”, which means just a single character.
A match for the regular expression ”^\\p{Alpha}{1,1}” identifies this category.
4. 283 (82) IDs have a structures like “B-1”, “UN-1”, “H4-5”, “N1.1”, “Spot 3.1”, or
“Block 10”. Common element is one of the characters ’-’, ’.’ or ’ ’ (whitespace) as
separator followed by digit(s). The difference to the separator rule of ARINC 816
is, that the last and not the first separator is used as criteria.
A match for the regular expression ”.{0,50}[-,\\.,\\ ]{1,1}\\p{Digit}{1,2}$”
returns these IDs.
5. 21 (12) IDs have a structure like “Block A60” or “GAT3”, which means an arbitrary
number of characters at the beginning followed by one or two digits. This rule is
very similar to the previous one, but without the separator.
A match for the regular expression ”^.{0,50}\\p{Digit}{1,2}$ returns these IDs.
6. 24497 (1) IDs are “$UNK”. The other default values are not present, but would also
fit into this class.
7. 42 (14) IDs could not be matched to one of the above patterns. These IDs are the
values “8*R” (1x), “Engine Test Sit” (9x), “Feul Pit” (1x), “Fuel Pit” (9x), “RI
(1x)”, “RII” (3x), “RIII” (1x), “RON Parking Box” (1x), “RS” (3x), “RSL” (3x),
“RSR” (5x), “Run-Up” (1x), “VIP” (2x), “WG” (2x).
The two IDs “8*R” and “Feul Pit” can be attributed to typos in the database (2x).
The six IDs “Engine Test Sit”, “Fuel Pit”, “RON Parking Box”, “Run-up”, “VIP”,
and “WG” are just plain text and do not have any structure which could be resolved
(24x). Thus, these IDs are handled correctly by not doing anything to them.
The IDs “RI”, “RII” and “RIII” seem to be the attempt to enumerate parking
stands using roman digits (5x). When looking isolated at only one of these IDs it is
completely impossible to identify this structure. Even when looking at the collection
of the three elements, only a probability for this structure can be computed, but the
sample is too small to do come to a significant yes/no answer.
The same is applicable for the IDs “RS”, “RSL” and “RSR” (16x).
The above rules have to be executed in sequence, and processing stops at the first matching
rule. If a ID falls into the last category, a warning is printed in order to satisfy DO-200A
requirements by falling back to a manual inspection.
The result of the analysis is, that 71148 out of 71164 IDs (99.978% ) could be categorized
by their IDs using just the six regular expressions mentioned above, while the handling of
16 feature IDs is not perfect, but the best which can be done by looking at isolated IDs.
By unique IDs, the number of matches is 3288 of 3294 IDs (99.82% ).
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The above classification shows the different structures of stand IDs. It does not reveal the
information coded in these structures. A particular problem exists with the last character
in the classes 1b) and 2b).
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Figure 4.12: Breakdown of the trailing characters in Parking Stand IDs like 212x.
Figure 4.12 shows the breakdown of the trailing characters of class 2b). In most cases, this
trailing character specifies sub-elements of one parking stand like multiple stand guidance
lines. This explains the peaks for “N” and “S” (north/south), “L” and “R” (left/right),
and “E” and “W” (east/west). Stand IDs are used this way e.g. in Tokyo Narita (RJAA)
at Parking Stand 66 (fig. 4.13). This naming scheme also contributes to the large number
Figure 4.13: Trailing character used to separate multiple stand guidance lines within
one parking stand at Tokyo Narita (RJAA).
of hits for “A” and “B”. For features named after this logic, it seems reasonable to simply
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cut of the trailing character.
In other cases, the trailing character is used to separate different stand areas. An example
is Concourse A in Washington Dulles (KIAD) where parking stands are numbered “A5a”,
“A5b”, “A5c” etc. (fig. 4.14). In this case, the complete ID must be kept when building
stand containers.
Figure 4.14: Trailing character used to separate different parking stands at Wash-
ington Dulles (KIAD), Concourse A.
Some airports even mix up these two schemes (e.g. Brisbane, YBBN). Detection of the
different meanings behind the naming pattern is not possible by looking at isolated IDs.
The IDs of neighbor parking stands as well as geospatial relations between the stands have
to be included in the classification.
Similar naming patterns could be identified for the ID class 1a). In most airports like
Frankfurt/Main, the trailing digit is used to enumerate parking stands. However, in a few
cases the trailing digit is used to specify sub-elements as well, while the leading character
is the primary enumerator. An example for the later case is Berlin-Tegel (EDDT, see fig.
4.15) where four parking stands “P1” to “P4” exist in proximity to stands “A” to “Z”,
indicating that only the leading character is significant.
4.4.2.2 Computation of Generic IDs – Preface
Based on the classification of feature IDs, generic identifiers can be generated. While the
analysis of the IDs is a universal step, the extraction of the generic ID depends not only
on the ID itself, but also on the intended use. A generic identifier used as name of a stand
container can be different from a generic identifier for a parking container.
The situation in figure 4.16 is used as example. For stand containers, the common part
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Figure 4.15: Leading character used to enumerate different parking stands at Berlin-
Tegel (EDDT). The trailing digit at “P1” to “P4” is only the secondary
enumerator.
“D5” of the two stand lines “D5” and “D5A” has to be kept as generic ID, while the
trailing “A”, which just specifies a sub-element of this parking stand, can be removed.
Figure 4.16: Parking stands at Terminal 2 in Frankfurt/Main. The generic ID for
stand containers would be e.g. “D5” while the generic ID for parking
containers would be “D”.
When building parking containers later on, the common part of the different stand con-
tainer IDs “D1”, “D3”, “D5” and “D8” will be the “D”, while the differentiation is done
by the trailing digits.
For better memorizing of the identifier classes defined in the previous chapter, a new
coding has been introduced. In this schema, an
• ’A’ stands for a single Alphabetic character (a-z, A-Z),
• ’D’ stands for a single Digit (0-9),
• ’-’ stands for a single separator like ’-’, ’ ’, ’.’ or whitespace,
• ’a’ stands for a single alphabetic character or an separator and
• ’x’ stands for a arbitrary number of any characters (digit or alphabetic character or
separator).
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In this coding, each key character appears the maximum number of times a character
of the represented class may occur. As an example, the code “AADDDA” stands for all
identifiers with one or two alphabetic characters followed by one to three digits followed
by one more alphabetic character (“D5A”, “A5a” etc.) which represents class 1b) from
the list presented in 4.4.2.1 on page 65.
As multiple naming schemes can be hidden behind an identifier, the basic code can be
followed by an element describing which block is the discriminating enumerator. In the
above examples “A3” means that the third block (which is an alphabetic character) is the
enumerator, while “D2” means that the second block (digits) is the enumerator.
Thus, the full classification of “D5A” as described in the above example is AADDDA D2,
the full classification of “A5a” as used in Washington Dulles (fig. 4.14) is AADDDA A3.
4.4.2.3 Generic IDs for Stand Containers
This chapter defines the extraction mechanisms for generic identifiers for usage during the
generation of stand containers and as stand container names.
The first step for generating the stand container hierarchy level is to build simple stand
containers (see chapter 4.7.2.1) in order to have an easier and unified access to the ID,
and in order to get rid of artifacts such as IDs with default values or compound IDs. This
step is completely based on full IDs.
The first application of the generic identifier concept is in the following step when simple
stand containers are combined to complex stand containers (chapter 4.7.2.2). As a con-
sequence, the IDs must be processed in a way that the part which is common between
different elements of one logical parking stand must be retained, while the part specifying
the sub-elements must be suppressed.
Thus, only the generic ID itself is needed while enumerators are not necessary for building
stand containers.
The following rules have been defined and implemented for different ID classes:
1. AADDDA, covering class 1a) - 1d) like “D10A” or “A5a”: As mentioned before,
there are two cases which cannot be separated by looking just at the IDs of this
class:
a) AADDDA D2: The trailing alphabetic character(s) just specifies a sub-element.
In this case the generic identifier is everything from the start of the string until
the last digit. Thus, the generic IDs of both “D10” and “D10A” would be “D10”.
b) AADDDA A3: In cases like “A5a”, “A5b”, “A5c” as in Washington, where the
trailing character is an essential part of the stand container ID. In this case the
generic identifier is the complete string.
As said before, a single ID does not provide enough information to decide if naming
schema a) or b) is used. To solve this problem, a temporary generic ID based on
naming schema a) is computed and the number of parking stands with identical
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generic ID within a certain radius is counted. If there are three or less of those
parking stands, it is assumed that the trailing alphabetic character (if any) specifies
just a sub-element. Thus, coding schema AADDDA D2 is correct and the temporary
generic ID is kept as final generic ID.
If there are more than three parking stands with same temporary generic ID, it must
be assumed that the trailing character is used to enumerate those stands. Thus, the
naming schema AADDDA A3 is applied to all affected stands and a new generic ID
is computed.
The threshold value for this separation was set to three elements because a frequently
used naming pattern is “A123L”, “A123”, “A123R” (or north/south) which clearly
belongs to category a). It can not be excluded that there are two parking stands
“A123A” and “A123B” somewhere in the world which are meant to be separate,
or (more likely) that there are four stands “A1A”, “A1B”, “A1C”, “A1D” which
belong together, but this is a gray area where it is very hard also for humans to
make a definite decision. To minimize such effects, the principle of using more
restrictive parameters has been applied here with a small value of three identical
IDs. The search radius has also been set to a moderate value of 50 meters (applied
on the geometric cluster algorithm defined in chapter 4.5) which is enough to span
a narrow taxiway, but not a main taxiway or a complete apron.
2. DDDa, covering classes 2a) - 2c) like “212”, “212E” or “212E/W”: As with the
previous item, the meaning of the trailing alphabetic character cannot be identified
for sure. Therefore, exactly the same rules as above will be applied:
a) DDDa D1: The trailing alphabetic character(s) specifies a sub-element. The
generic identifier is the leading digit(s), e.g. “212” for both “212E” and “212W”.
b) DDDa a2: The generic identifier is the complete string.
3. A, covering ID class 3) like “A” or “B”: The generic ID is the complete “string”.
4. x-DD, covering ID class 4) like “UN-1”, “B-1” or “N1.1”: Only few data of this class
are available, but there are also two subcategories:
a) x-DD x1: The digit behind the separator is specifying a sub-element. In this case
the generic identifier is everything in front of the last separator.
b) x-DD D2: The generic identifier is the complete string.
The implementation is identical to the one for items 1) and 2) of this list.
5. xDD, covering class 5 like “GAT3”: The trailing digit is used as separator for different
parking stands, thus the complete string has to be considered as generic identifier.
6. In all other cases, no structure could be identified and the complete identifier is used
as generic ID.
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Using the algorithms specified in item 1 of this list, it would be possible to resolve
even the “RI”/“RII”/“RIII” respectively “RS”/”RSL”/”RSR” coding by consider-
ing neighbor elements, but as those cases exist only at one airport this has not been
done for this prototype.
The above rules have been implemented and tested on all 190 airports without apparent
errors. About 10 airports, where known unusual scenarios exist or where the system
reported warnings, have been verified manually. All verified scenarios have been processed
correctly.
Below is a series of examples showing the performance of the generic identifier algorithm for
stand containers (figures 4.17 - 4.18). A more comprehensive evaluation will be presented
later on where the containerization mechanisms itself are explained.
In general, the left image shows simple stand container data (first hierarchy level), which
are close to raw AMDB data and do not use the generic ID concept, while the right image
shows complex stand container data (second hierarchy level, see chapter 4.7.2.2), which are
basically simple stand containers aggregated by same generic identifier. The left portion
of each image shows a textual view of the described containers with the computed generic
ID and the type and full ID of all member features. The right portion of the images shows
the situation graphically.
Figure 4.17: A parking stand “D5” with an additional sub-element “D5A”. (Left)
Two simple stand containers are generated for “D5” and “D5A”.
(Right) As there are only two elements of the temporary generic ID
“D5”, they are considered to belong together and are merged into one
complex stand container “D5”.
4.4.2.4 Generic IDs for Parking Containers
Generic identifiers for parking containers are generated similarly to IDs for stand contain-
ers. The difference is, that only the part of the ID which is common for all elements of a
parking stand group is kept while parts of the name identifying a specific parking stand
will be removed. This means, that e.g. the generic ID for the stand containers “D10”,
“D11”, “D12” will be “D”.
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Figure 4.18: Parking stand cluster “A4a” to “A4f” in Washington Dulles. As there
are six elements of temporary generic ID “A4”, they are considered as
separate entities and are stored in six different complex stand contain-
ers.
The following naming schemes have been identified and according generic identifiers and
enumerators have been defined. These definitions have to be more detailed than the ones
for stand containers as enumerators are required as well in order to identify neighbor
elements for subsequent prioritization of parking stands.
1. AADDD, like “D10”, “D11”, “D12”. In most cases the generic identifier is the
leading character(s) and the enumerator is the trailing digit(s).
However, in some situations parking stands are numbered e.g. “A”, “B1”, “B2”,
“C” . . . . In this case (“B1”/”B2”) there is no generic identifier, and the leading
character is the enumerator. As described in the previous chapter such situations
can be identified by the number of respective elements within a certain radius:
a) AADDD A1: There is no generic identifier; the enumerator is the leading char-
acter.
b) AADDD D2: The leading character(s) is the generic identifier; the digits are the
enumerator.
2. AADDDA, like “D10A” or “HS2A”: This class has two sub-classes:
a) AADDDA A3, like “A4a” . . . “A4f” (see e.g. figure 4.19): The leading alphabetic
character(s) plus the following digit(s) are regarded as generic ID and the trailing
alphabetic character as enumerator.
b) AADDDA D2: The leading alphabetic character(s) are regarded as generic ID
and the following digit(s) as enumerator. The trailing character is specifying a
sub-element and is not relevant.
3. A A1, like “A”, “B”: There is no generic identifier, the character is considered to be
an enumerator.
4. DDD 1, like “212”: Elements of this class do not have a generic identifier; the digit(s)
are the enumerator.
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5. DDDA, like “212N”: As in classes 1) and 2), there are two codings hidden behind
this naming schema:
a) DDDA A2: The leading digits are regarded as generic ID and the following char-
acter as enumerator.
b) DDDA D1: The leading digits are the enumerator. The trailing alphabetic char-
acter is just specifying sub-elements. There is no generic ID.
6. DDDaaa, like “212E/W”: The leading digits are regarded as enumerator. The trail-
ing alphabetic characters are not relevant. There is no generic ID.
7. x-DD, like “Block 10”, “GAT 1”, “HS-1” or “Spot 3.1”: The generic ID is the
complete string until the character before the last separator. Thus, the generic IDs
for the examples would be “Block”, “GAT”, “HS” or “Spot 3”. The digits behind
the last separator are the enumerator.
8. xDD, like “Block A60”, “GAT3”: The generic identifier is everything from the start
of the string until the last non-digit. The trailing digits are the enumerator.
9. For all other IDs, the complete string is returned as generic identifier and a warning
message is returned to enable manual inspection of the situation.
The illustration in figure 4.19 gives a first impression of how this algorithm works. The
left image shows stand container data as generated in the previous step. The right image
shows parking container data, derived by using the mechanism from list item 2a).
Figure 4.19: The parking stand cluster “A4” in Washington Dulles. The six sepa-
rate stand containers “A4a” to “A4f” on the left side are aggregated
to one parking container “A4” on the right side because all of them
have the same generic ID “A4”.
4.4.3 Vertical Polygonal Structure Containers
The names of 29790 vertical polygonal structures from 190 airports have been analyzed.
27667 had the default value “$UNK”, so that 2123 ID with 810 different unique values
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could be evaluated. The majority of IDs are free text with fragments like “Terminal”,
“Concourse”, “Hangar” etc. In some cases numeric values have been found, but in general
they are used to describe different buildings instead of parts of a building which would
make a generic identifier mechanism necessary.
Figure 4.20: Concourses A in New York Newark (KEWR).
In New York Newark (fig. 4.20), the terminals are named “Concourse A-1”, “Concourse
A-2”, and “Concourse A-3”. Each of these entities is large enough to be regarded as a
separate unit and it is also depicted as such in the AIP.
A generic identifier mechanism must not be used to aggregate the three examples into
“Concourse A”. The grouping can be done by the complete identifier instead.
4.4.4 Taxiways
Taxiways are modeled as taxiway elements, taxiway guidance lines, taxiway intersection
markings, stopbars, and runway exitlines in AMDBs. While those feature types have
different geometry types and different attribute sets, they are used to model the same
physical airport objects. Therefore, the applied naming schemes are identical and can
be analyzed together. The generic identifier concept is only applicable to main taxiway
containers. Taxiway feature containers are grouped by the full ID of its elements.
Taxiways of 190 airports have been used for this analysis. 1437 unique identifiers could be
extracted from 147327 taxiway features. 7 of those identifiers are compound identifiers like
“B3 B5” which can occur with runway exitlines leading to two different exits. Splitting
those identifiers into their elementary IDs resulted in 14 additional identifiers and zero
new unique identifiers. Removing the compound identifiers from the dataset and replacing
them with the elementary IDs results in a final dataset of 1430 unique IDs and 147334
total IDs.
Those identifiers have been analyzed as before by using regular expressions. The following
list shows the identified string patterns. For each category the number of IDs and unique
IDs in parenthesis is listed.
1. 142 (10) IDs have a structure like “Ato”, which means a single character with “to”
suffix. Such names are used for taxiways connecting a particular taxiway (in this
case “A”) with a runway.
It may be reasonable for some applications to group such elements with their par-
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ticular main taxiway (e.g. “A”), but this has to be studied carefully and with the
operational aspects of such a presentation in mind. For the use with normal airport
charts, this is not appropriate. Therefore, the full identifier will be used as generic
ID.
2. a) 79404 (26) IDs are a single character like “A”.
b) 7945 (286) IDs are using two character like “AB”. Such names are used with two
meanings.
First, it could be used for a connection between taxiway “A” and taxiway “B”.
In this case, the identifier is also sometimes followed by an additional digit (see
case 5).
The other meaning of such an ID could be that the first character (’A’) is the
generic identifier, while the second character (’B’) is used as enumerator. In this
case, neighbor elements like “AA” and/or “AC” can be expected.
c) 67 (7) IDs are consisting of three characters like “AAA”.
In all cases an aggregation and joint labeling with neighbor features does not make
sense. Therefore, the full ID can be used as generic identifier.
3. 26915 (373) IDs have a structure like “W90” with one leading character and one to
three trailing digits. For this class of identifiers, the leading character is the generic
identifier, while the trailing digits are an enumerator specifying different segments
of a taxiway.
4. 488 (69) IDs are of a type like “A4E” with one leading character, followed by one to
three digits, followed by one more character. An analysis of the trailing characters
reveals that only ’N’, ’S’, ’E’, ’W’ as well as ’A’, ’B’, ’C’ and ’D’ are used. This
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Figure 4.21: Breakdown of the trailing character in Taxiway IDs like “A4E”.
indicates that the trailing character specifies only sub-elements and the true ID
would be “A4” in the above example. This ID once again belongs to class 3) of this
list.
Therefore, all IDs of this type can be handled like class 3), which means that the
leading character is the generic identifier.
5. 1951 (186) IDs have a structure like “BF1” with two leading characters and one to
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three trailing digits. This naming schema is a subtype of category 2b) and frequently
used to enumerate connections between two taxiways.
Thus, the generic identifier is composed only from the leading characters.
6. a) 181 (13) taxiway IDs are composed only from one or two digits.
b) 41 (26) IDs have one or two digits followed by a single character, e.g. “6B”.
c) 139 (13) IDs are starting with one or two digits, followed by an arbitrary amount
of other characters, e.g. “41-WEST” or “1 Stop Line”.
All of these ID types are used to enumerate adjacent but different taxiways. A
grouping of such features under one name is not possible. The complete ID will be
used as generic identifier.
7. a) 2298 (171) IDs are starting with a number of characters, followed by a separator
(’-’, ’.’ and ’ ’) and trailing digits, e.g. “Bypass 28”.
b) 232 (57) IDs have trailing digits following directly on a number of characters such
as “TWY E1” or “Link44”.
c) 564 (47) IDs contain digits with additional characters in front and behind the
digits, e.g. “B12 WEST”, “E4 GWY”, “Link35W”, or “W1 orange”.
For a) and b) it can be assumed that the digits are some kind of enumeration and
that the generic identifier is composed only from the leading characters.
In case c), the trailing characters are also a specifier for an additional sub-element of
the taxiway, but the generic identifier is composed only from the characters in front
of digits as well.
8. 24691 (2) IDs are default values (“$UNK” and “$NA”). The respective features are
not used for containerization.
9. 2276 features with 144 unique IDs are remaining after the above classification.
A manual inspection of the remaining features reveals that about 1/3 of them are
free text names like “Bypass”, “Cargo”, “Dixie”, “West Alley” or “CAT II Hold
Pos”. An extraction of a generic ID is not possible for these feature IDs.
The other 67% of the identifiers has structures like “A-NORTH”, “ENORTH”, “Q
SUD”, “J blue”, “Standline A”, “Stop Line A” or “TWY E”. They are containing
a core identifier which matches one of the above described categories, but has an
additional pre- or suffix.
Identifying the pre-/suffix reliably by means of pattern matching is not possible.
Using context information by scanning the remaining identifiers for known keywords
like “north”, “south”, “stop line” etc. and removing those keywords can improve
the situation dramatically.
By doing so, about 1540 features with 97 unique IDs can be identified. The remaining
736 features with 47 unique IDs all have free text identifiers.
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The first rules in this list are very restrictive and catch only exactly matching identifiers.
In these cases, it is guaranteed that the results are exactly as desired. The subsequent
rules are less strict in order to catch also similar IDs. This heuristic behavior improves the
robustness of the algorithms by increasing the overall detection rate at the risk of some
incorrect classifications.
Therefore, the described rules have to be applied in the described sequence.
99.5% of the taxiway features could be identified and processed correctly. The success rate
by unique IDs is only 96.7%, which reflects that standard IDs like those from category
2a) have a very high multiplicity, while the unclassified identifiers from the last category
occur with very few instances only.
Figure 4.22 shows an example of the application of the generic identifier mechanism for
main taxiways. In Frankfurt/Main a long taxiway “S” runs along the south side of the
runways. Several smaller taxiways “S4”, “S5” etc. are connecting parking stands with
this taxiway. Taxiway “S4” has an eastern and a western loop. As all of the mentioned
parking stands have the same generic identifier “S”, they are grouped into one main
taxiway container, which is highlighted in the illustration.
Figure 4.22: Main Taxiway Container “S” in Frankfurt/Main is composed of mul-
tiple parts having the same generic identifier.
4.5 Geometric Clusters
A common tool in geospatial data-processing is the use of a spatial index to identify all
elements within a certain bounding geometry. When searching for features within a certain
distance, a circle around the reference object with the desired distance as radius can be
used as bounding geometry for the spatial search. The search radius must be large enough
to cover all elements to be found by the spatial query. On the other side, a large search
radius increases the risk of false or unintended hits. Thus, a smart choice of the search
radius is mandatory.
When for example all runway centerline stripes on a runway must be identified using one
of the two runway thresholds as start point, the search radius must be large enough to
cover the complete runway (left side of fig. 4.23). This search would also erroneously
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return the runway edge markings and possibly further markings on other runways in the
vicinity.
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Figure 4.23: (Left) Normal spatial query where a large search radius has to be
applied and (Right) recursive cluster search with shorter search radius
applied to runway markings.
For most containers the requirement will be set up that all of its elements must be within
a certain distance to the closest element of this container. The distance to other elements
of the container is not specified.
Implementing this requirement leads to an algorithm which uses a normal geospatial query
in its core. However, the search radius is not the maximum permissible distance to the
furthest element in the group, but the maximum allowed distance to the next neighbor.
The search will be performed recursively over and over again with the already identified
elements as source geometries until no additional objects are found anymore.
In the example on the right side of fig. 4.23, this leads to a geometric cluster of runway
centerline stripes, whereas each stripe is within the threshold distance of at least one
other stripe. The total dimensions of the found group is much larger than the threshold
distance, but other geometries like the runway edge markings are still not part of the
returned result.
Using this recursive algorithm, a smaller search radius can be applied which greatly reduces
the risk of erroneous search results.
From the practical side, this algorithm is implemented, such that it takes a group of
features as input. If all elements are within the specified range, the group is returned as
it is.
Otherwise the group will be split into subgroups, whereas for each subgroup it is guar-
anteed that all elements are within the defined range. If the input group consists of the
members of a container, then the container may also be partitioned into multiple containers
by this algorithm.
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4.6 Terminal Reference
The terminal reference (“terminalref”) concept intends to use the name of the terminal
closest to a parking stand as additional hint which stands can be grouped into stand and
parking containers. Additionally, the terminalref value can be used as name for parking
containers.
This concept is very promising to assist the construction of parking containers in situations
where generic IDs are not available. An example is New York-JFK, where parking stand
identifiers are not unique. Each terminal has parking stands 1, 2, 3 etc. Grouping them
Figure 4.24: Non-unique parking stand identifiers in New York-JFK.
just by their identifier would end up in one large parking container covering all stands
instead of one parking container per terminal.
To avoid that logical groups like the elements of a parking stand are torn apart because
they are located in the middle between two terminals, stand containers are built based
on their IDs and geospatial adjacency first because those properties are highly reliable.
If multiple stand containers are touching each other, they can even be aggregated to
proto-parking containers (see 4.7.3) first.
After these steps, the terminal reference algorithm can be applied and stand containers and
proto-parking containers can be grouped to parking containers based on same terminalref
values.
The first step in the terminalref algorithm is the identification of buildings which can be
used. The ARINC 816 definition has been extended to cover also hangars besides the
normal terminal buildings, because those are also entities frequently located in the center
of a group of parking stands.
A typical airport also contains a number of buildings which are close to parking stands, but
have no logical connection to any of those. Those elements are buildings containing one of
the strings “ARFF” (Aircraft Rescue Fire Fighting), “Fire”, “AIS” (Aerodrome Informa-
tion Service), “MET” (Meteorology), “Noise”/“noise” (e.g. “Noise Shelter) and “Tower”
in their IDs. Such elements must be excluded from the terminal reference mechanism.
After that, the distances between the proto-containers and the identified buildings can
be determined. The distance is computed as the shortest distance between the vertical
polygon and the boundary of the container. This corresponds to the common definition of
a geometric distance between two polygons [SFS].
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To avoid ambiguities in situations where a proto-parking container has similar distances
to two different buildings (see example in fig. 4.25), the terminalref value is not computed
as single distance of the complete proto-parking container to the building. Instead, a
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Figure 4.25: Situation where the assignment of a terminalref situation is ambiguous
as parking container “A” is close to two terminals.
temporary terminalref value is computed for every stand container embedded in the proto-
parking container, and a histogram of “number of times a vertical polygon is the closest
to one individual stand containers” over the different vertical polygons is computed. If
the histogram has only one element or more than 80% of the hits can be attributed to the
same terminal building, then this building is returned as terminalref value.
Otherwise the building collecting the most hits and, if this is not unique, the closest
building is returned together with a warning message.
At last, the computed terminalref value is propagated recursively to all member stand
containers and member stand areas, lines, and locations.
4.7 Construction of Containers
This chapter defines and implements the processes to populate the container structures.
Modules introduced in the previous chapters are utilized. The results of the containeriza-
tion process are included as well.
4.7.1 Runway and Helipad Containers
Physical runways and helipads are well defined in ICAO Annex 14 [ICAO14-1, ICAO14-2]
and as a consequence the specification in ARINC 816 is also very precise. Some robustness
issues could still be identified and will be fixed.
As both object classes are very similar and some airport features can even be part of both
containers, the generation of these two containers types is merged in this chapter.
4.7.1.1 Runway Containers
The ARINC 816 specification for runway containers defines which AMDB features shall be
part of a runway container, that the ID shall be used to identify the belonging elements,
and that both runway directions (if existent) shall be considered.
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ARINC 816 does not consider elements which may be geometrically located on a physi-
cal runway but have a different ID. A well known example exists in Frankfurt with the
HALS/DTOP threshold “26L”, which is located on runway “07R.25L”.
To cover such situations, additional geospatial components have been added to the defi-
nition of a runway container.
The resulting definition of a runway container is:
Definition: Runway Container
A runway container contains all features that are linked to a runway through
the runway identifier. Features which are physically located on the former
mentioned elements shall also be added to the container regardless of their
ID.
Requirements on input data:
• The AMDB feature classes runway elements, runway intersections, stopways, runway
markings, painted centerlines, land and hold short operations locations, arresting
gear locations, runway thresholds, runway displaced areas, and runway shoulders
can be part of this container type. If one or more of these feature types are not
present, they will be skipped silently.
• Each of those feature types must have an attribute “idobject” containing the iden-
tifier of the feature.
• ’.’ characters in the idobject variable are regarded as separator between identifiers
for the two runway directions, e.g. “07.25”.
• ’ ’ characters in the idobject variable are regarded as separator between identifiers
for two separate runways, e.g. “07.25 10.28”.
• It is assumed that a physical runway has at least one runway threshold, at least one
runway element, and exactly one painted centerline. Elements of the other features
classes are optional.
• The “idobject” of any runway feature must not be a default value.
Properties of the output data:
• The returned dataset will have exactly one runway container for every physical
runway of an airport.
• The ID of a runway container is the full runway identifier including both directions,
e.g. “07.25” (if existent).
• Features are added if their ID contains at least one fragment of the container ID.
• A container can have elements with different unique IDs if they are located within
the outline of the container.
• All features are located within a distance of 200 meters from the next element of the
container.
• A container will have at least three member feature.
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• The user must be aware that the IDs of features added geospatially is not visible in
the container ID. If such a element must be labeled (e.g. the threshold “26L”), all
elements of the container must be scanned.
• Different containers can share a common member if the member has a compound
ID.
• Different containers can overlap geometrically.
The construction of the runway containers is done in the following steps:
All runway features are parsed and a list of unique identifiers is built from their “idobject”
attributes. A new runway container is created for each element in this list.
After that, the algorithm iterates through all runway elements, stopway, painted centerline,
land and hold short operations locations, arresting gear locations, runway thresholds,
runway displaced areas, runway shoulders, and runway marking feature collections and
assigns elements with matching IDs to the existing containers.
The matching process is not done on the complete identifiers like “07.25”. Instead the
IDs of both the pre-existing containers as well as those of the feature to be matched are
split into their elementary pieces like “07” and “25” and the lists of elementary IDs are
compared. At least one identical element must exist in both lists for a positive match.
The risk of matching wrong elements is small as even the elementary parts of the runway
designators must be unique for an airport. On the other side, this process improves
the robustness of the algorithm considerably. In rare cases, the ’idthr’ (“25”), ’idrwy’
(“07.25”) and ’idrwi’ (“07.25 10.28”) values can not be coded as assumed by the DO-291
nomenclature. This method can also handle certain kinds of database errors. In the United
States it is common to omit the trailing zero in runway designators (e.g. “7” instead of
“07”). Sometimes correct and incorrect spellings are mixed up for one runway which would
lead to a failure of a strict ID-based algorithm. With the suggested algorithm, at least the
designator for the other runway direction is correct and a positive match is guaranteed.
After the completion of this step, it is checked if all features related to a runway have been
processed. Features not processed so far are tested if they are geospatially located inside of
the bounding geometry of one of the existing containers. Elements like the HALS/DTOP
threshold “26L” in Frankfurt/Main can be identified by this mechanism.
As this step can lead to an iterative grow of a container, it has to be repeated until all
features have been processed or no changes happen any more. This iterative process is
needed if e.g. a marking is located on a runway shoulder which is not yet associated to a
container as well. In the first iteration, the shoulder can be processed, while the marking
is added to the container in the second iteration.
If unprocessed features are still left after geospatial matching, a warning is echoed.
As runways are very exactly defined in ICAO Annex 14 and RTCA DO-272A, a number
of automatic validation checks for runway container can be executed.
First, the geometric cluster algorithm introduced in chapter 4.5 is run across every runway
container and checks if each element is within a distance of not more than 200 meters from
its next neighbor element in the cluster. As runways are usually compact and must not
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have gaps, this test must always return true. Running this test across all airports available
as AMDB has proven this assumption to be incorrect. If markings, shoulders, or displaced
areas have an incorrect ID, they are added to a runway which is far away. The container
is extended so much that this test fails and the runway container is split into two pieces.
Figure 4.26: Example of an incorrect named displaced threshold area “22R” at the
beginning of runway “15R”.
An automatic identification which of the split runway containers is valid and which is
invalid is based on the fact that every runway container must have at least one threshold,
at least one runway element, and exactly one painted centerline. If this test fails either
the previous step of geospatial partitioning of runways produced an incomplete fragment
which is dislocated from other runway features of same ID, or the runway has been captured
incorrectly. In either case, a manual inspection is necessary.
Another check is the comparison of the area covered by the boundary of the new container
versus the published area (length x width) of the runway. As runways are compact objects,
it is assumed that the area of the container is smaller than five times the published area.
The factor five is introduced to cover runway shoulders, displaced areas etc. which are not
included in the published runway parameters.
The intention behind this consistency check is to identify containers with incorrect mem-
bers, which are extending the physical area beyond reasonable values. As with the first
test, this test detects members of the runway container having (erroneously) the ID of
a remote runway. By adding such a feature to the runway container, the boundary of
the container is stretched over a huge area, which can be detected. This test also covers
cases not detected by the previous one because of the element causing the issue is located
outside of the runway but within a distance of 200 meters.
4.7.1.2 Helipad Containers
Helipads are very similar to runways, and the same algorithms in the same sequence are
used to construct helipad containers. The list of unique helipad IDs is generated from
the heliFATO feature class as every helipad has at least a FATO. Helipad containers may
have a default value as ID. As there may be multiple helipads with same ID (i.e. “$NA”),
the clustering mechanism, which was introduced as consistency check in the runway con-
tainerization process, becomes important to geometrically partition such containers.
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The definition of a helipad container can be summarized as:
Definition: Helipad Container
A helipad container contains all features which are linked to a helipad through
the helipad designator and are not located further away than 200 meters.
Features which are physically located on the former mentioned elements shall
also be added to the container regardless of their ID.
Requirements on input data:
• The AMDB feature classes final approach and takeoff areas, touchdown and liftoff
areas, helipad thresholds, runways markings, and runway shoulders can be part of
this container type. If one or more of these feature types are not present, they will
be skipped silently.
• Each of those feature types must have an attribute “idobject” containing the iden-
tifier of the feature.
• ’.’ characters in the idobject attribute are regarded as separator between identifiers
for the two runway directions, e.g. “07.25”.
• It is assumed that a physical helipad has at least one FATO. Elements of the other
features classes are optional.
Properties of the output data:
• The returned dataset will have exactly one helipad container for every helipad runway
of an airport.
• The ID of a helipad container is the full runway identifier including both directions,
e.g. “07.25” (if existent).
• The ID of a helipad container may be a default value, i.e. “$NA”.
• Features are added if their ID contains at least one fragment of the container ID.
• A container can have elements with different unique ID if they are located inside the
outline of the other container features.
• All features are located within a distance of 200 meters from the next element of the
container.
• A container will have at least one element.
• Different containers can overlap geometrically.
An efficient, automatic validation as with runway containers is not reasonable with helipads
due to their small size and the resulting number of very few member objects.
4.7.1.3 Common Post-Processing of Runway and Helipad Containers
The airports of Edinburgh (EGPH), Eagle (KEGE), and Hualien (RYCU) each have a
runway and a helipad with exactly the same ID. As the runway marking and runway
shoulder feature classes are used to code elements of both runways and helipads, their
features will be vice versa added to both containers in such a situation.
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The cluster mechanism is not able to resolve this situation reliably, as in Edinburgh the
according helipad is located directly on the runway.
To resolve the situation, a common post-processing step has been introduced. Markings
and shoulders affected by the above situation have in common that they are containerized
more than once. All such features are checked if they are located truly on or within a
radius of 5 meters from a helipad or within 200 meters of a runway. If not, they will be
removed from the respective container.
4.7.1.4 Results
A testset of 35 airports with 10643 runway and helipad features has been used for initial
tests of the runway and helipad containerization.
Without geospatial matching, and without the “robust” ID based classification of runways
and helipad IDs, the application reported 23 elements which could not be containerized.
Only one of this errors is a “real” issue which can only be solved by geospatial algorithms
(threshold 26L in Frankfurt/Main). All other warnings are a result of identifiers which
do not strictly adhere to the DO-291 standard, i.e. usage of compound identifiers like
“03.21 06.24” instead of “03.21” or “06.24” for markings on a runway intersection.
With geospatial matching (but still strict ID matching), 30 features can be processed based
on geospatial matching. As said before, one of them is threshold 26L in Frankfurt/Main.
In one case (Auckland, NZAA), the ID of the DisplacedArea has been entered the “US”-
style without the leading ’0’ (“5R” instead of “05R”), and on two helipads default values
are assigned inappropriately (the FATO is named “$NA”, while the associated TLOF is
named “$UNK”).
Further on, 26 cases with mixed up ’idthr’, ’idrwy’ and ’idrwi’ values in the identifier
attribute have been identified. The number of matched features is greater then the number
of non-containerized ones in the first configuration because some marking features on
runway intersections have been associated to more than one runway container.
As a summary, it can be said that geospatial matching can detect a lot of cases which can
not be handled based only on IDs, but it also incorporates the small risk of producing
false matches. The algorithm is of great value for the validation of airports. If a feature
has to be matched geospatial, the chance is good that the ID is incorrect and a manual
validation is advised.
In the last configuration, the ID based matching has been modified to use elementary IDs
instead of complete IDs. As expected, all of the 26 cases of formerly incorrect assigned
’idthr’, ’idrwy’ and ’idrwi’ values could be processed correctly. Only the four more serious
problems already mentioned above are left to the subsequent geospatial matching.
This adds an important piece of robustness to the system while imposing a smaller risk of
false assignments than geospatial matching alone. In consequence, this configuration will
be used for further work.
As a demonstration of the common post-processing for runway and helipads, figure 4.27
shows two screenshots from the processed airport of Hualien. This airport has a helipad
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Figure 4.27: Helipad Container “03.21” (left) and Runway Container “03.21”
(right) at Hualien, Taiwan (RCYU).
group “03.21” (left) and a runway “03.21” (right). Both have markings with the shared
identifier “03.21”. The algorithm successfully detects this situation and associates the
markings located at or around the helipad only to the helipad container, and the markings
on the runway only to the runway container.
Later tests with larger datasets of 190 and 238 airports have been completed successfully.
The integrated validation tests did not report unusual situations. Samples inspected man-
ually confirmed the results described for the smaller datasets, however a full inspection
was not possible due to the huge amount of data.
4.7.2 Stand Containers
Chapter 4.1.2.3 introduces the concept of simple and complex stand containers. Both
concepts have their specific advantages and disadvantages, but they can coexist, whereas
the first concept is an intermediate step in the process to construct elements from the
second type. Both container concepts will be described in the following chapters.
4.7.2.1 Simple Stand Containers
The primary idea behind simple stand containers is that one container is build for each
different parking stand ID encountered at an airport. Such a dataset can be directly used
for labeling a map or chart at the largest zoom level where all available details must be
presented to pilots.
The drawback is that when zooming out or using a smaller scale, some labels may have to
be removed to avoid cluttering. Sticking with the ARINC 816 specs, there are no clues to
support this decluttering and all computations would have to be done in real-time by the
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renderer. This process is costly with respect to computation time as well as complex from
the algorithmic point of view. If this task is done onboard an aircraft the software has
not only be certified to RTCA DO-200 (without human inspection), but also to DO-178B
which is an enormous effort. This makes this approach less desirable for the onboard part.
On the other side, the simple stand container structures are a great help for simplifying the
overall process by breaking it down into small, modularized parts. Five goals are followed
by the introduction of the simple stand containers:
• Do an aggregation of parking stand area, parking stand line, and parking stand
location features. Only the simple stand containers instead of three different features
have to be used after this step.
• Provide a data structure which allows easy access to this aggregation.
• Get rid of compound IDs like “B40 B41” which would add a lot of complexity to
following processing steps while they do not offer additional information or other
benefits.
• Get rid of IDs with one of the default values $UNK, $NA, $NE, or $NULL because
they are of no use for labeling at all.
• Use only non heuristic algorithms.
These goals can be summarized under the keyword “keep it simple”.
A formal definition for Simple Stand Containers is:
Definition: Simple Stand Container
A simple stand container contains stand areas, stand lines, and stand loca-
tions. All member features of a simple stand container shall contain the same,
elementary ID in their idobject and belong to the same geospatial cluster.
Requirements on input data:
• The AMDB feature classes stand guidance lines, stand areas, and stand locations
can be part of this container type. If one or more of these objects are not present,
they will be skipped silently.
• The “idobject” attribute from each of those feature types.
• ’ ’ characters in the idobject variable are considered as separator between elementary
IDs.
Properties of the output data:
• The returned dataset will have exactly one simple stand container for every unique
ID found within a radius of 50 meters.
• All stand features whose ID contains the container ID and which are located within
the geometric boundaries are assigned to this container.
• The name of the returned containers is the unique ID used to identify the elements
associated with it.
• With the above three rules, all members of one container belong to one logical
parking stand. Nevertheless, elements belonging to one logical parking stand may
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be grouped in different containers if they have a distance to each other of more than
50.0 meters. It’s within the task of the complex stand containers to resolve this
issue.
• A container will have at least one member feature, independent if this is a stand
line, area, or location.
• A container can have elements with different unique ID if they are located inside the
outline defined by other member features of the container.
• A container cannot have a compound identifier as ID.
• A container cannot have a default value as ID.
• A container cannot have member features with a default ID.
• Different containers can share common members if the member has a compound ID.
• Different containers can overlap geometrically.
The realization of these goals is done by collecting all IDs from stand lines and stand
areas, splitting them at ’ ’ (if present), and building a list of unique, elementary IDs from
these data. The IDs of stand locations are not considered as there must always be a stand
line with same name. One container is built for every unique ID which is not a default
value. Stand areas, stand lines, and stand locations are added to the new container if their
idobject contains the unique ID of the container.
Figure 4.28: A parking stand with three unique IDs will be stored as three simple
stand containers “66”, “66L”, and “66R” (Tokyo Narita, RJAA).
In the case of parking stand “66” in Tokyo Narita, the result are three simple stand
containers “66”, “66L”, and “66R”. Each of them stores the respective stand line and a
reference to the common stand area “66 66L 66R”.
It is checked after the first ID based step that no element of a stand container is further
away than a certain threshold distance from each other. If this happens anyway, separate
containers will be generated. This happens e.g. in New York John F. Kennedy (KJFK),
where different parking stands with the same ID exist (left side of figure 4.29).
The value of the threshold distance has to be very chosen carefully. E.g. New York JFK
has two parking stands with the same ID “2” and with a distance of less than 80 meters
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Figure 4.29: In New York JFK, two parking stands with identical ID “2” are about
80 meters apart (left). In London-Heathrow parts of a parking stands
are modeled as guidance arrows on a “remote” taxiway and are 95
meters apart from the rest of this stand (right). A definition of a
unique threshold distance to separate both situations is not possible.
between each other. To separate those reliably, the threshold must be lower than 80m.
On the other side, in London-Heathrow (EGLL) short stand lines are painted on taxiways
as pointers to their remote main parking stands. The distance between the pointer and
the main taxiway can be up to 95 meters. To avoid that such elements are regarded as
own stand containers, the threshold must be larger than 95m.
It is obvious, that both scenarios cannot be fulfilled by a simple algorithm. It has been
decided to use a restrictive threshold value of 50 meters. This guarantees that all members
of a container belong to the same parking stand. All features belonging to one parking
stand may be distributed into multiple stand containers. This is an undesired side effect,
but it can be detected and solved in one of the next steps.
After that, it is checked if all stand features are already containerized. If unprocessed
elements are detected, a geospatial query will be performed to check if the geometry of
this feature intersects the convex hull of exactly one already existing container. If yes, the
feature is added to this container, if no a warning is printed.
As all stand lines and stand areas are already containerized by their IDs, this test acts only
on stand locations which have a different ID then the stand area/line they are located on.
This should never happen in theory, but it does in practice – mainly due to data capture
glitches. This test is not a key part of building stand containers but it validates the
correctness of the underlying database.
The results of this stand container definition and implementation are close or even identical
to the official ARINC 816 specification in normal situations. Unusual or unexpected input
data are handled much more robust and in contrast to ARINC 816 it is guaranteed that
all parking stand elements are processed.
Datasets produced after this specification for the airports Frankfurt/Main, Berlin-Tegel,
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Denver, New York John F. Kennedy, and Tokyo Narita have been completely validated
manually, as well as samples from a number of other airports. All results are compliant
with the above definitions, and the definitions itself have been found to be an appropriate
description of reality.
4.7.2.2 Complex Stand Containers
The idea behind complex stand containers is to group all features belonging to a parking
stand into one container. Due to a better aggregation and a smaller number of containers,
complex stand containers are suitable for labeling at a slightly smaller zoom scale than
simple stand containers. This means also, that some detail information can be hidden
behind the container name, but this information is not lost. It is always possible to
reconstruct it with little effort by using the member features of a complex stand container.
The formal high-level definition for complex stand containers can be taken from the goals
of ARINC 816:
Definition: Complex Stand Container
A stand container contains all features that make a stand. These are stand
guidance lines, stand locations, and stand areas.
From a human perspective, the common criterion of features belonging to one logical
parking stand are that all of them have the same generic ID and – as some airports reuse
IDs – that all are located in the same geographic area.
All AMDB features are already pre-grouped in simple stand containers. The first step
to build complex stand container is to generate the generic identifiers of all simple stand
containers. The resulting dataset can be simplified by regrouping its elements by same
generic IDs. In the above example from section 4.7.2 on page 87, the three simple stand
containers “66”, “66L” and “66R” will be collected under their generic ID “66”.
A restriction in this collection process is that only containers in the same geographic area
must be grouped. Overlapping simple stand containers like parking stand “66” from the
above example fulfills this criteria As all three simple stand containers are sharing the
same stand area feature, it must be assumed that the three simple containers are a result
of the split for elementary IDs which can be reversed for complex stand containers.
A borderline case exists with situations like parking stands “597 597L” and “597R” in
London-Heathrow (fig. 4.30), where two adjacent stand areas with same generic ID exist.
Using the stand areas as stored in AMDB would lead to two complex stand containers,
but it could also be argued that both stand areas have the same generic ID and belong
together.
A couple of possible reasons exist why stand areas are stored together or separate in an
AMDB. The particular stand area (elements) may be too small to make separate stand
areas out of it, there may be markings on the ground, and to some extent it is in the
discretion of the data analyst. There are no clear, distinguishing features, and especially
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Figure 4.30: Separate parking stands “597” (left) and merged parking stand “192”
(right) in London-Heathrow (EGLL).
non which are relevant for pilots using the resulting charts. Thus, the solution of such
situations must be driven by the users perspective instead of the data(base) perspective.
The expectation of the user is a consistent dataset. On the layer of complex stand contain-
ers adjacent sub-stands like “597L” and “597R” are expected to be merged into a single
container “597”. Thus, both stand areas will be aggregated and as a consequence only
one complex stand container will be built.
It still has to be discussed how the geospatial component of the grouping process can be
defined exactly and in particular what can be regarded as adjacent or neighboring. As
already mentioned in the previous chapter, a definition only based on the distance between
elements is not sufficient. There are cases where the distance between two elements be-
longing together is larger than the distance between two elements not belonging together
(see examples in fig. 4.29). Therefore, more distinguishing criteria had to be identified.
Analyzing simple stand containers with long distances to other containers of equal generic
ID reveals that usually one of the involved containers has only stand lines as member
features (right image in fig. 4.29). Per AMDB capture rules [Lau03], a stand line or a
stand location must always be accompanied by a stand area of the same ID.
By combining these two facts, the conclusion can be drawn that a simple stand container
with only a stand line, but without a stand areas is not valid. It must be a remote part
of a parking stand stored in another container. It has been generated most likely as an
artifact of the anterior simple stand container process. By that, it can be discriminated
from valid simple stand containers and handled differently.
The analysis of distances between both valid and invalid simple stand containers and their
according main stands has been performed for all 190 airports in the test dataset. Figure
4.31 depicts the distribution of the distances between these pairs. In both diagrams a
minimum can be observed, which is located in the range from 40 meters to 70 meters for
valid-valid and from 140 meters to 250 meters for invalid-valid container pairs. It can
be assumed that the transition between two containers which have same generic ID and
belong together, and two containers which have same generic ID but are separate occurs
in this range.
To verify this theory, all elements in this range have been inspected manually. Table 4.1
lists the computed distances and the manually determined expectations.
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Figure 4.31: Histogram of distances between two valid simple stand containers with
equal generic ID (top) and from an invalid stand container to the next
valid one (bottom).
Airport
ICAO ID
IDs Distance Same
Entity
ESKN 8A - 8 21.63m Yes
KABE 2 - 2A 25.30m Yes
CYVR W3N - W3S 28.81m Yes
HECA 3B - 3A 37.00m Yes
HECA 3B - 3C 39.62m Yes
MMMX T2A - T2 44.90m No (?)
CYVR W1S - W1N 45.31m Yes
RPLB 6R - 6L 56.20m No
EDDP 111 - 111 64.10m Yes (?)
EDDP 101 - 101 64.10m Yes (?)
KFLL 2 - 2 67.19m No
KDTW C36 - C36 68.10m No
OEJN 3 - 3 68.12m No
KBOS 33 - 33 68.26m No
OEJN 4 - 4 69.49m No
Airport
ICAO ID
Generic ID Distance Same
Entity
RJSN 2 83.17m Yes
OMDB F8 84.35m Yes
OMDB F10 84.76m Yes
OMDB F9 84.94m Yes
EGLL 608 95.75m Yes
EGLL 609 95.77m Yes
EGLL 607 95.90m Yes
ROAH T2 111.04m Yes
RJOO 27 114.23m Yes
OMDB F12 116.45m Yes
RJNA 3 243.00m No
RJNA 4 245.08m No
Table 4.1: Distances between two stand containers of same identifier and manually
verified expected values if they belong to one logical entity. (Left) For
pairs of two valid stand containers. (Right) For pairs of one invalid and
one valid simple stand containers.
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The threshold distance between the two categories for valid container pairs is somewhat
vague. In some situations it cannot be decided with certainty if two containers belong
together or not. These cases are depicted in the results section as figures 4.38 and 4.39 on
page 100. Apart from that, the furthest distance between two stands belonging together
is 45 meters, while the shortest distance of two stands clearly not belonging together is 56
meters. Both situations can be covered by setting the threshold value to 50 meters.
For invalid-valid containers pairs, the result is very clear. The maximum distance between
two elements belonging together is 116 meters, and there is a wide gap to the first occur-
rence of two containers not belonging together (243 meters). Thus, there is a large safety
buffer. It has to be annotated that this statistic is not very good as only 37 occurrences of
such container pairs exist. For the implementation, the threshold value for the algorithm
has been set to 125 meters.
Sometimes, no matching “main” parking stand can be identified for an invalid simple
stand container. In this case a warning message will be printed in order to initiate manual
inspection of the situation. Usually such situations are caused by typos in the database.
Requirements on input data:
• Simple stand containers as specified in section 4.7.2.1.
• Every stand line and every stand location in the AMDB must be enclosed by a stand
area of same ID.
Properties of the output data:
• The returned dataset will have exactly one complex stand container for every logic
parking stand identified.
• The name of the container is the full ID if all features have exactly the same ele-
mentary ID, otherwise it will be the common generic ID.
• All features within a container do have the same generic ID.
• All stand area features within a container do have a maximum distance of 50 meters
from each other.
• All stand line features within a container do have a maximum distance of 125 meters
from each other.
• A container will have at least one member feature, independent if this is a stand
line, area, or location.
• Different containers can share common members if the member has a compound ID
of different generic IDs.
• Different containers can overlap geometrically.
Complete datasets produced after this specification for the airports Frankfurt, Berlin-
Tegel, Denver, New York John F. Kennedy, and Tokyo Narita have been manually vali-
dated, as well as samples from a number of other airports. All results fulfill the established
definitions and requirements, and the definitions itself are an appropriate description of
reality.
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4.7.2.3 Summary & Results
Simple and complex stand containers are supplementary, not competing data structures.
They are providing one more level-of-detail as the concept outlined in ARINC 816 which
is advantageous for applications with a number of different zoom levels.
Simple stand containers need not necessarily be stored persistently as they can be extracted
from complex stand containers with little effort. During the conversion process, they are
used temporarily to construct complex stand containers. This makes it possible to keep
the data structures defined by ARINC 816 without significant changes.
As described before, complete datasets for a small number of airports have been ana-
lyzed completely and no discrepancies between the definition of simple / complex stand
containers and their implementations could be found. Even more important, it could be
demonstrated that the developed “logic” of simple and complex stand containers provides
an appropriate description of real airports.
The following images 4.32 to 4.37 are illustrating some standard but also a number of
very unusual situations and the way they are resolved into simple and complex stand
containers.
The left side of each image lists the grouping of features into containers as text, whereas
the right side depicts the situation graphically. The relevant stand areas are highlighted
in yellow, the stand lines as bold purple lines.
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Figure 4.32: A normal parking stand in Amsterdam-Schiphol. The simple stand
container “B9” (left) and the complex stand container “B9” (right)
are identical.
Figure 4.33: A parking stand with two additional sub-elements “left” and “right”
unified on one AMDB stand area. The resulting simple stand contain-
ers “192”, “192L” and “192R” are depicted on the left image and the
complex stand container “192” on the right image (London-Heathrow).
Figure 4.34: A parking stand with two additional sub-elements “left” and “right”
located on two different AMDB stand areas. The resulting simple
stand containers “597”, “597L”, and “597R” (one per ID) are depicted
on the left image and the complex stand container “597” on the right
image (London-Heathrow).
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Figure 4.35: The John F. Kennedy Airport (KJFK) in New York has eight park-
ing stands “2”, whereas two of them are only 80 meters away from
each other. Those are processed correctly into two separate simple
stand containers (left) as well as two separate complex stand container
(right).
Figure 4.36: Parking stand “F10” in Dubai (OMDB) with some remote stand lines.
The distance between the “main” parking stand and the closest remote
stand line is 85 meters. The furthest line segments in the top right
corner has a distance of 150 meters to the stand area and is used as
a kind of pointer from the taxiway to the parking stand. As a result,
there will be two simple stand containers (left), whereas the first of
them is invalid by the above definitions. Both will be merged into one
complex stand container (right).
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Figure 4.37: Some airports have chaotic parking stands like the overlapping parking
stand clusters “306” (top), “307” (center), and “M-9” (bottom) in
Kansai Intl. (RJBB) with only one huge stand area and a multitude
of stand lines and locations. Even such situation are resolved correctly
and grouped into three separate simple stand containers. The complex
stand containers are identical.
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Figure 4.38: Mexico City (MMMX) has a parking cluster with parking stands “T1”
to T6” and another overlapping set “T1A”, “T2A”, and “T3A”. The
top left and top right images are showing the resulting simple stand
containers.
“T1”/“T1A” and “T2”/”T2A” are merged into one complex stand
container because they have the same generic ID and are located next
to each other respectively within a distance of less than 50 meters.
“T3” and ”T3A” will be kept separate because the distance between
them is larger than 50 meters, but as the generic ID mechanism uses a
larger effective scan radius both resulting containers are named “T3”
(bottom left).
The bottom right image shows the names of the stand areas for clarity.
The grouping of these two very unusual sets of parking stands is not
perfect, but there is no negative effect of this classification. The user
may wonder why two stands “T3” are displayed at the zoom level
driven by the complex stand containers, but this is resolved when
switching to the simple stand container level where “T3A” exists.
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Figure 4.39: In Leipzig-Halle (EDDP) parking stands “101” to “111” are separated
by a 64 meter wide apron. The northern and southern parts of “102”
to “110” can be matched by the stand line connecting the two remote
parts. This is not possible for stands “101” and “111” as there is
a gap in the stand line. It can be assumed from the context that
those two separated elements are also belonging to one logical set, but
because of the long distance between them this cannot be detected
by the implemented algorithm. The automatic process generates two
separate stand containers for each of these parking elements.
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4.7.3 Parking Containers
Parking containers are situated at the highest level above stand containers in the data
hierarchy. They will be constructed from (complex) stand containers.
The high-level goal for parking containers can be derived from the ARINC 816 specifica-
tion:
Definition: Parking Container
A parking container should contain all stand containers that belong to the
same logical parking entity.
Requirements on input data:
• Complex stand containers as specified in section 4.7.2.2.
Properties of the output data:
• The returned dataset will have exactly one parking container for every logic parking
stand complex.
• All members of a parking container do have the same generic ID (if existent).
• All members of a parking container do have a maximum distance of 100 meters from
their nearest neighbor.
• All members of a parking container must be located on the same side of a taxiway,
taxiline, or terminal building.
• The name of the container will be the name of the closest terminal (e.g. “Concourse
A”) if the elements of the containers do not have a generic ID (e.g. “1”, “2”),
otherwise the range of generic IDs and enumerators (e.g. “A1 - A42”).
The general concept for constructing parking container is set up as before: all stand
containers belonging definitely together are aggregated first by deterministic algorithms.
Later on, heuristic methods are used to add elements with a smaller likelihood of belonging
together to those “seed crystals”.
First, a new generic identifier for use with parking containers (see chapter 4.4.2.4) is
generated for each complex stand container.
All stand containers with a distance of less than 10m and same generic IDs are grouped
together into “proto-parking containers”. It is also checked that all elements of such a
seed container have an enumerator which is no more than two elements away from the
next enumerator. All stands fulfilling such restrictive criteria must truly belong together.
This way, e.g. a group of stand containers with elements “A1”, “A2” and “A5” will be
grouped into two proto-parking containers “A1”/“A2” and “A5”.
Figure 4.40 shows an examples of the resulting structures at Terminal 2 in Frankfurt/Main.
It is clearly visible that taxiways and service roads are separating parking stands geomet-
rically. The road between the northern and the southern parts of the cluster “V106 -
V118” is a little bit narrower than 10 meters, so that this group persists. Parking stand
“E2” is touching the cluster “D1 - D8”, but it is kept separate as it has another generic
identifier.
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Figure 4.40: Proto-Parking containers at Terminal 2 in Frankfurt/Main.
If appropriate, terminal reference values are assigned to the proto-parking containers (see
chapter 4.6 on page 80). This is done here because the data are now aggregated enough
to ensure that all parts of a proto-parking container are belonging to the same terminal
building.
Finally, the existing proto-parking containers are merged together following an extensive
rule set which is applied repeatedly until no further changes happen. Only smaller proto-
parking containers are merged to existing ones. This way a natural growth is simulated.
The main filter rules are similar to the one for constructing the proto-containers. All
proto-containers to be aggregated must have the same generic identifier, must be located
within a predefined distance and must have an enumerator with a predefined maximum
gap. This includes, that all involved enumerators must be of the same type (either numeric
or alphabetical).
Figure 4.41: Examples where it is unclear if two parking stand cluster belong to-
gether. Left image: two clusters “2 - 6” and “3 - 7” to the north/south
of the terminal building. Right image: two cluster “G91 - G99” and
“G103 - G105” to the north/south of a taxiway.
Defining those two parameters in a suitable way is difficult, as there is no definite right
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or wrong. Using a shorter distance threshold of e.g. 50 meters has the consequence that
wider gaps as at the end of a terminal building or across a taxiways are separating two
clusters, which can be avoided by defining a larger threshold of e.g. 100m (fig 4.41).
As there is undoubtedly a certain association between such clusters – even if it is weak
– and as the parking container structure is already the highest element in the hierarchy
it has been decided to collect as many elements as possible in one parking container.
This leads to relatively unrestrictive parameters of 100 meters for the distance threshold
and five elements as maximum gap between the enumerators. Further restrictions in the
collection process from proto-parking containers to the final parking containers are that
involved elements must not be separated by a taxiway, taxiline, or a terminal building.
This rule has been introduced because those elements are natural separators which can be
used to subdivide elements in their surrounding into “north/south/left/right of xxx”.
As before, the resulting datasets have been validated manually for a small number of
airports as well as a large number of individual situations where the algorithm returned
warning messages. It could be demonstrated, that the developed logic and the resulting
processing rules lead to reasonable parking container structures in all cases.
The resulting parking containers demonstrate a good aggregation level. The described
implementation still meets the goal and the formal structure of parking containers as
described in the ARINC 816 specification.
As an example, the generated parking containers for Terminals 1 and 2 in Frankfurt/Main
are depicted in figure 4.42. Two parking containers for the north and south side of the
A-complex (separated by the terminal building), two parking containers for the B-complex
with different enumerator ranges, and three parking containers for the complexes C, D,
and E have been generated. The stands “A1”, “B2”, and “B10” have not been associated
to one of the other parking containers because their enumerator is too remote from the
enumerator ranges of other containers. A reasonable data aggregation is not possible
under these circumstances.
4.7.4 Vertical Polygonal Structure Containers
The definition of vertical polygonal structure containers as used in this work is derived
from the official ARINC 816 specification:
Definition: Vertical Polygonal Structure Container
A vertical polygon structure container shall contain all vertical polygonal
structures which belong to one logical set. The set shall be usable for la-
beling vertical polygon features on small zoom levels like an airport overview
map.
The main criteria to identify vertical polygons of the same logical set is that they have
the same identifier. The generic identifier mechanism is not needed for this category
(see chapter 4.4.3). The type of the vertical polygon is used as an additional boundary
condition as required by the ARINC 816 specification.
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Figure 4.42: Parking Containers generated for Terminals 1 and 2 in Frankfurt. The
name of the parking container and all included stand containers are
listed on the left side of each image. The right side depicts the scenario
graphically. The mentioned cluster is highlighted in purple.
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As described in the introduction, the geospatial relationship of the vertical polygon features
must also be taken into account. Polygon features are split into two pieces in AMDB data
if they are enclosing e.g. a patio completely, because such holes cannot be stored in
the data model. Thus, a considerable number of touching vertical polygons exist which
definitely belong to the same logical set and thus can be aggregated into one container.
On the other side, airport buildings frequently have generic names (not generic IDs) like
“Fuel tank” or “Air Cargo”. Such buildings can be located at arbitrary distances. If the
distance between two of those features is larger than a couple of 100 meters, it is safe to
assume that they do not belong together.
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Figure 4.43: Distances between vertical polygons of same ID and same type.
The transition between these two domains has been defined by analyzing the direct dis-
tances between vertical polygons of same ID and type using a dataset of 190 airports.
The data of the matching 372 vertical polygon pairs are depicted by the blue bars in the
histogram of fig. 4.43.
It is obvious that the number of pairs decreases with increasing distance, but a clear
threshold is not visible. A lot of pairs are located at very short distances (e.g. two
touching buildings enclosing a patio). Such clusters can be aggregated safely by the
cluster mechanism introduced in chapter 4.5. Three datasets using the cluster mechanism
with threshold values of 50 meters (purple), 100 meters (white), and 200 meters (green)
have been produced and analyzed as well.
All three datasets look very similar. At the lower end, all vertical polygon pairs are merged
into containers depending on the used threshold value and therefore disappear from the
graph. Only minor differences between the datasets can be found for larger distances
between vertical polygons.
It is still hard to determine an unambiguous threshold value from the data side. All
threshold values between 50 meters and 200 meters would lead to slightly different but
usable results.
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As the vertical polygonal structure containers are the only level-of-detail for vertical poly-
gons, it makes sense to aggregate as many elements as possible. Thus, the most unrestric-
tive value of 200 meters will be used for generating vertical polygonal structure containers.
There may be elements in a container which do not really belong together and that this
container has probably to be split apart again for labeling at larger zoom levels.
Requirements on input data:
• The AMDB feature class vertical polygonal object can be part of this container type.
If this class is not present, no containers will be built.
• The “idobject” and “plysttyp” attributes from each of those feature types.
Properties of the output data:
• The returned dataset will have exactly one vertical polygonal structure container for
all elements with same ID and same type within a radius of 200 meters.
• The ID of the returned containers is the ID of its elements.
• A container must have at least one member feature.
• A container cannot have a default value as ID.
• Containers are built for labeling at small zoom levels. Labeling at very large zoom
levels (>200 meters) may require splitting a container and labeling its features di-
rectly.
Figure 4.44: Two examples for vertical polygonal structure containers in New York
JFK. On the left side, the “Terminal 3” building is shown. It is modeled
as five separate objects in the database and grouped into one container.
The containers of the “FDX” (Federal Express) hangar on the right
image are split because the two buildings are about 250 meters apart.
4.7.5 Taxiway Feature Containers
Taxiway Feature Containers are representing the lowest level-of-detail in the hierarchical
data structure for taxiways. Similar to stand containers, their task is to aggregate all
AMDB features belonging to one particular taxiway.
ARINC 816 does not provide a specification for taxiway feature containers. A reasonable
definition is to include all features related to one taxiway as long as they have exactly the
same ID and are located within a maximum distance between each other. This definition
is consistent with the high-level goal for other container types.
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Definition: Taxiway Feature Container
A taxiway feature container contains all features that are linked to a taxiway
through the same identifier and which belong to the same geospatial cluster.
Requirements on input data:
• The AMDB feature classes taxiway elements, taxiway guidance line, taxiway holding
position, taxiway intersection marking, and runway exit line can be part of this
container type. If one or more of these objects are not present, they will be skipped
silently.
• The “idobject” attribute from each of those feature types.
• The “idobject” of any taxiway feature must not be a default value.
Properties of the output data:
• The returned dataset will have exactly one taxiway feature container for every taxi-
way with a unique ID within a radius of 100 meters.
• The ID of a taxiway feature container is the unique identifier used to identify the
elements associated with it.
• All features are located within a distance of 100 meters from the next element of the
container.
• A container must have at least one member feature.
• A container can include elements with different unique IDs if they are located within
the outline of the other container features.
• The user must be aware that the IDs of features added geospatially are not visible
in the container ID. If such a element must be labeled (e.g. stopbars) all elements
of the container must be scanned again.
• Different containers can overlap geometrically.
The construction of taxiway feature containers is mainly based on feature IDs. First, a list
of all existing IDs is extracted from taxiway elements, taxiway intersections, taxiway guid-
ance lines, and taxiway holding positions (stopbars). Runway exit lines are not considered
in the this gathering of IDs, because they are sometimes named after a runway instead
of a taxiway and would thus lead to additional containers. An own taxiway container is
generated for each entry of the list, and all features with matching names are added.
It is verified, if all affected AMDB features have already been processed. If not, a geospatial
search is executed. If an overlapping container is found, the feature is added to this
container, otherwise a warning is returned.
Finally, it is verified that all features of a container are close enough together by using the
geometric cluster algorithm. The threshold distance has been set to a value of 100 meters
to allow taxiways to span runways. This test validates only the correctness of the data
process and the underlying databases. All regular taxiways must pass this test, because a
failure would indicate that a taxiway designator is not unique on an airport.
The analysis of the results shows that stopbars are frequently named slightly different
than the taxiways they are located on. This can be explained by the fact, that a taxiway
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has frequently more than one stopbar, and in consequence the stopbars are enumerated
(fig. 4.45).
Figure 4.45: Taxiway Feature Container “B-EAST” in Frankfurt/Main with four
additional containers “B-EAST 1” to “B-EAST 4” containing addi-
tional stopbars.
4.7.6 Main Taxiway Containers
The idea behind main taxiway containers is to aggregate taxiway feature containers fur-
ther. The data from this level-of-detail can be used to minimize cluttering at lower zoom
levels. The differentiation into minor and major taxiway containers as suggested by the
ARINC 816 specification is too application specific and will not be implemented. Both
containers will be handled equally and called “Main Taxiway Containers”.
The other main problem of main taxiway containers is of conceptual nature: it is not always
reasonable to aggregate taxiway feature containers by their generic identifier. ARINC 816
justifies the concept of main taxiway containers using the example of taxiway “W” in
Toulouse-Blagnac which is composed of segments “W20”, “W30” . . . “W100” (see left side
of figure 4.46). This taxiway can indeed be aggregated to a main taxiway container “W”
and labeled as such.
However, the airport of Toulouse also has a number of taxiways “S...”. These taxiways are
also enumerated and their designators have the same structure as those of taxiway “W”,
but they are spread all over the airport (fig. 4.46). Aggregating them into one group with
the intention to place only one label for this group is not correct.
To solve this problem, an approach using the geospatial cluster algorithm has been studied
similar to the approach utilized successfully for other container types. From the above
example, the assumption has been derived that taxiways touching each other or being at
least very close can be aggregated. Taxiways being far away from each other cannot be
aggregated.
This assumption could not be proven. Figure 4.47 shows main taxiway containers “S”,
“T”, and “Z” for Toulouse, processed after the described rules. It is visible that some
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Figure 4.46: Taxiways “W” (left picture) and “S” (right picture) in Toulouse-
Blagnac (LFBO).
elements such as “S2” and “S3” are close enough together to be grouped, while most
others are too remote. The same applies to elements of taxiways “T” and “Z”.
Further on, no AIP or existing paper chart of situations like this shows that taxiway labels
are grouped in practice. Therefore, a practical use for main taxiway container does not
exist for labeling of paper charts of moving map displays. For compatibility, main taxiway
containers will be generated as described in the ARINC 816 specification, but they will
not be used.
4.7.7 Results & Summary of Containerization
It became clear during this work that raw AMDB data cannot be used for complex appli-
cations such as labeling of airport data. The reason is that important information about
logical connections of different database features are not present in the data.
To solve the problem, the missing information had to be extracted from the existing data
source. This has been done by analyzing the data and developing interpretation algorithms
to reliably extract the required information based on textual and geometrical properties
of database features.
The result of this process is a hierarchical data structure which stores AMDB features
grouped by logical sets. It has been shown that the generated results are correct and
consistent.
The formal data structures are compatible with the ARINC 816 specification in the ma-
jority of cases and slight enhancements in the remaining cases. The data definition and
processing rules have been changed completely. The correctness and consistency of the
data is now guaranteed also in unusual cases, while the results are still identical to the
ARINC 816 definition in standard situations. The new approaches have been discussed
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Figure 4.47: Main Taxiway Containers “S”, “T”, and “Z”. A unique definition which
taxiways can be grouped and which not cannot be identified.
with the ARINC 816 committee and have been integrated into Supplemental 1 of the
document where possible.
4.8 Prioritization of Features
All generated containers as well as all elements of containers are evaluated for their opera-
tional importance. A priority will be assigned to them which can be used by the subsequent
labeling algorithm to decide which ones have to be labeled first and which ones can be
omitted in case of cluttering.
This concept is based on the idea that pilots can reconstruct missing labels as long as the
remaining labels reveal a certain structure which can be used to interpolate the missing
elements. Labels which can be reconstructed easily are deemed unimportant and need not
be labeled.
This concept is especially helpful for parking stands. This has two reasons. First, parking
stands are usually lined up in sequence and they are enumerated, which are prerequisites
for this concept. Second, typical airports do have a very large number of parking stands
contributing heavily to label cluttering. Reducing the cluttering of parking stand labels
will also reduce the overall cluttering significantly.
4.8.1 Rules
To implement this concept for parking stands, the following rules have been postulated to
separate important from unimportant labels:
1. If the left and the right neighbor of a parking stand have enumerators which are
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only one or two units different, the parking stand is not important.
2. Rule 1 assumes that a parking stand has exactly two neighbors. This assumption
can fail if a parking stand has . . .
a) . . . zero neighbors: In this case the user has no hints which can be used to conclude
the label of this element. Thus, this label is important. This case should only
occur for separate parking stands which only have a small chance of conflicts with
neighbor elements.
b) . . . only one neighbor: This regularily happens for the start and the end point of
a linear group of parking stands.
c) . . . three or more neighbors: In this case an unambiguous reconstruction of the
name of this element cannot be guaranteed in general.
In all cases, the affected parking stand has to be considered as important.
3. If the connection left neighbor – this element – right neighbor is straight, the element
is unimportant. The larger the angle at the element, the higher the importance. The
intention behind this rule is to highlight labels placed on turns in the sequence of
gates. This rule ensures that gates at the corners of terminal buildings are labeled
even if they are enumerated in sequence.
The figure 4.48 illustrates these rules. The left image shows all gates at Terminal 1A in
Frankfurt/Main, while the right one shows only the important gates in a realistic scale for
such a diagram.
Figure 4.48: Important and unimportant parking stands at Terminal 1A in Frank-
furt/Main (EDDF). The right image illustrates how a decluttered view
could look like.
The enumerators of the row of parking stands on the north side of Terminal 1 are in
sequence. Thus, most elements are unimportant per rule 1. Exceptions are parking stands
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“A10” and “A42” which are the two ends of the row. They have only one neighbor (rule
2b) and in consequence are regarded as important. Parking Stand “A26” is important as
well, because it is located at a corner of the terminal building (rule 3).
Most parking stands on the south side of the terminal can be classified as unimportant
using rule 1. Important labels are “A1” and “A25” at the end points of the row (rule 2b).
The enumerator of “A11” is too far away from the enumerator of “A1”, which therefore
is not regarded as neighbor (rule 2a).
4.8.2 Validation
These rules and the acceptance of according maps by pilots have been tested in a question-
naire. In this questionnaire images similar to figure 4.48 have been presented and pilots
have been asked to located one of the not labeled gates.
All pilots have been able to locate the correct parking stand within 2 stands to the left or
the right. This performance looks not very good at the first glance, but it is absolutely
sufficient for the operational concept. Neither the paper chart nor the airport moving map
display are used as primary navigation unit when taxiing on airports. Instead, pilots are
primarily navigating their aircraft heads-up by visual references (signage) and are using
the charts or displays only for orientation.
Consequently, most pilots answered that they feel comfortable with such a display when
taxiing to or from the specified parking stand (1 to 3 on a scale from 1 to 10).
Pilots rated the mental demand for completing this task with values between 1 and 3 on
a scale from 1 to 10. This is a relatively low value and indicates that reading such charts
or displays does not distract them from other duties more than necessary.
4.8.3 Implementation & Results
The algorithm has been implemented as outlined above. It utilizes the parking container
structures, sorts their elements (complex stand containers) in order to identify neighbors
and finally assigns a priority value to each complex stand container.
The value range for the priorities has been set from 0 to 1000. Unimportant parking
stands (rule 1) will be set to a priority of 250, important ones (rule 2) to 1000. The value
for gates matching rule 3 depends on the exact angle at a parking stand:
• If the angle deviates less than 10 degrees from the straight, the priority is set to 250.
• If the angle deviates more than 80 degrees from the straight, the priority is set to
1000.
• If the angle deviates between 10 and 80 degrees from the straight, the priority is
linearly interpolated between 250 and 1000.
The results of the prioritization algorithm have been manually validated for a number
of airports and found to work correct. Below are a number of examples illustrating the
results. In these images, a yellow circle is drawn for each stand container with the radius
of the circle representing the priority of the container. The gates with the largest circles
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are the most important ones and are labeled first. Circles with a radius representing a
priority of 250 are too small to be visible under the label.
In addition, a magenta line is used to depict the neighbor relationships identified by the
algorithm. This line is very useful to verify if correct neighbors have been identified for
the main algorithm and in order to verify the angle used for rule 3.
Figure 4.49: Priority values for stand containers at the Terminals 1A and 1B.
Figure 4.49 shows the processed output for the already introduced scenario at Terminal 1A
in Frankfurt/Main. As intended, stands “A10”, “A11”, “A25”, and “B20” have received
high priority value because they are the start points of a linear chain of parking stands.
“A26” as well as “B25” and “B26” are important because they are located on turns of their
parking stand groups. “A1” and “B10” do not have direct neighbors and are regarded
important as well.
Figure 4.50: Priority values for stand containers “V106” to “V118” in Frank-
furt/Main.
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Figure 4.50 depicts another situation in Frankfurt at a cluster of parking stands “V106”
to “V118”. Due to the circular structure of the parking stand cluster no element has
an enumerator more remote than two units from its neighbor. Thus, all elements would
be unimportant by enumerator. However, four elements are flagged as important on the
corners due to the large angles for the connection to their neighbors.
Figure 4.51: Priority values for stand containers in New York JFK.
The last pair of images in figure 4.51 shows two scenarios in New York JFK. On the left
side, the A-Concourse is depicted with six gates “2” to “7”. As before, “2” and “3” are
marked as important because they are the start and end points of the sorted group of
parking stands. “6” and “7” are important because they are located at turns of the line.
The right image shows an interesting situation at Terminal 7. The algorithm could not
determine a second neighbor for parking stand “7” with certainty. On the one side, stand
“6” has the closest enumerator and is located at the shortest distance, but the angle 8-7-6
is very large. On the other side, parking stand “4” is straight ahead and the distance to
this stand is only slightly longer. Due to this uncertainty, the algorithm used none of the
two candidates as neighbor. In consequence, the stands “6” and “7” have been flagged as
important because of the missing 2nd neighbor.
This decision does not minimize the number of important parking stands as intended, but
it follows the general concept to do safe decisions in doubt. The overall effect is small
anyhow, as both parking stands would have been marked as important due to the high
angles 8-7-6 and 7-6-5.
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